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are certainly not in the public interest.

The only acceptable

solution in California for this crisis is to somehow assure that
liability insurance is both available and affordable.
The purpose of today's hearing is to learn the reasons
and possible solutions of the problems.

our witnesses are mainly

representatives of law and medicine because these professions are
facing the most severe problems and the Legislature has already
enacted some laws intended to redress their problems.

I under-

stand we will be reviewing what effect those changes have had.
However, we will also hear from accountants and engineers.
This is the first of a series of hearings to be held
by the Committee this month.

on July 18 we will hear testimony

in San Diego on product liability problems and on July 22 we will
meet in San Francisco to hear testimony on insurance company
practices.

These and other hearings will form the basis for

interim recommendations we intend to make for legislation before
the next session of the Legislature.

We are aware that the prob-

lems are complex and politically difficult to resolve.

Accordingly

we ask witnesses to give their primary concern in formulating
their proposed legislative solutions to the public interest,
recognizing that this may not always coincide with the given
profession's best interest, and I would like to emphasize that
last point.

I think that I can speak safely for all the members

of the committee and the staff that we are satisfied a serious
problem exists so we don't need a lot of horror stories, except
insofar as they may be illustrative.

We are primarily interested

in what can be done or what has been done and what effect it may
have on the particular processings.
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SHORE:

Oh, I have a courtroom down in Long Beach that

me,

I will be happy to
Well, I

was

until •••

' t want

to your testimony on

if you testified.
May issue.

You talked about a Journal of Insurance in

It is a summary.

I have talked to some of

surance people here and they are not familiar with it.
me a

•

, I don•t

could

bit about those figures which you quoted

to show a 50 percent profit, and what were the figures, from
what

they come, and how were they derived?
MR. SHORE:

I must admit as I have indicated, I

almost half of the Journal was made up of these
calculations, and I was able to see them only briefly, but

list

of the carriers that do business in california, and some
are quite well known to me as being essentially involved in
sional liability litigation, and these were the figures
I

and that is how I came to the point where I was able to
statement ..
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Was the 50 percent profit a compilation

or interpretation of those figures that you made, or was

I

a

showed a 50 percent profit?
MR. SHORE:

Oh, no, they didn't do it as clearly as that.

the aggregate amount of premiums collected,
aggregate payouts, and the aggregate of costs for the administration.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. SHORE

So you made the compilation yourself?

Yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Thank you very much, Mr. Shore.

attendance.

We

Next we have Dr. Nicholas P. Krikes,
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President-elect of the California Medical Association.
do you want to come up with your client?

You are next.

you have statements to deliver, the

Mr. Hassard,
Doctor, if
care of it.

(See Appendix V for written testimony.)
DR. NICHOLAS P. KRIKES:

Mr. Chairman, the California

Medical Association is pleased to comment before the Joint Legislative Committee on Tort Liability.

My name is Nicholas P. Krikes.

I am a Family Practitioner from San Bernardino and President-elect
of the California Medical Association, a professional organization
representing the vast majority of privately practicing physicians
in the state.

I am sure you are well aware that CMA has been deeply

involved for the past few years in what has become known as a professional liability crisis.

Actually, physicians in California

have been actively seeking solutions to the problem for more than
a decade.

Experience has taught us one thing.

There are no easy

answers to the problem of tort liability, either with regard to
medicine or any other segment of our society.
We commend the Legislature for establishing this joint
committee to investigate the full range of tort liability, for the
problems of medical liability are only a part of the larger afflictions whose roots are deep and widespread through our entire society.
There are some fundamental problems underlying

crisis.

The

increase in litigation during the past 10 years is phenomenal.
Costs and claim frequencies are escalating.

In part, this is due

to a greater emphasis on litigation as a method of resolving social
problems.

The present system of resolving claims is expensive and

inefficient.

Of the billions of dollars paid in liability insurance

premiums, as low as 20% actually gets to the injured parties.

The

•

reserves were

are
not

costs ..

•

financed medical care and the public's attitude that any untoward
results should be compensated.
nia,

In the past five years in Califorirns has produced tremen-

the rise in the number and size of

dous increases in physicians' liability insurance premiums, an
average of over

60~/o

since 1972.

These premiums are felt by the

patients in their doctor's fees, health insurance costs and the
cost of medical care generally.
A tort liability crisis has a negative impact on both
cost and availability of medical care.

Defensive medicine is a

term applied to the alternative of medical practice to avert the
threat of a possible lawsuit.

Positive defensive medicine is a

conducting of tests or other procedures which may be only marginally medically indicated, but which are carried out because of the
ever

pres~nt

threat of suit for professional liability.

Such

defensive medicine obviously adds substantially to the cost of
medical care.
However, there is also a negative aspect to defensive
medicine and that is the choice by physicians not to undertake
certain procedures or types of practices.

This negative defensive

medicine has an increasingly greater effect on the availability of
care often most strongly felt in rural or other already underserved areas.
For the past ten years the CMA has aggressively sought
to reform the liability system.

Unfortunately, it took a major

crisis to bring the Association close to achieving any of its longstanding goals.

Assembly Bill lXX was hailed by many as one of the

most progressive pieces of tort reform legislation passed in
America, for it fulfills some of the objectives sought by the CMA.
-36-
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tort claim studies which do not provide adequate measurements for
the cost of possible alternative compensation systems such as nofault.

Results of this study

in the

near future and your committee will be

to receive

this information.
With regard to the medical professional liability insurance,
i t is important to note that there has been a significant change in
type and source of coverage available to California physicians in
the past few years.

Nearly all the major commercial carriers have

withdrawn from this market or indicated an intention of leaving.
American Mutual, Pacific Indemnity, casualty Indemnity Exchange,
Star Insurance, Hartford, Signal-Imperial and Aetna are no longer
writing in California.

Travelers has indicated their intention to

leave at the termination of their present contract.

With the com-

mercial carriers withdrawing from the market, california physicians
have been forced to set up their own insuring mechanisms offering
claims-made or claims-paid cooperative trust forms in coverage.
Until recently medical malpractice insurance was written
on an occurrence basis covering incidents arising out of the practice in the policy year without regard to the reporting or settlement of the claim.

The claims-made form of insurance covers only

those incidents reported during the policy year and resulting from
accidents during the previous year during which
covered by the same company.

To cover claims

insured was
·after the

termination of coverage for that carrier, the physician must purchase a reporting endorsement which is commonly referred to as a
tail.
trust.

Another recently proposed type

the claims-paid cooperative

Since these cooperative trusts are fully accessible, the
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I think this is a
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, that the

state then would regulate the practice of medicine?
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Now in fairness to the Doctor, Senator, I

think he was giving us the reasons
voted the way they did.

thought some doctors
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necessarily reflected
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That's true, Mr. Chairman.

SENATOR SONG:

Doctor, I don't mean this personally.
I understand.

DR. KRIKES:

But your opinion is that that particular

SENATOR SONG:

reason is.one of the reasons?
DR. KRIKE:

Yes.

SENATOR SONG:

But isn't it true, coming right down to

bare fundamentals, if a doctor whose premiums amount to, say, $2,000
per annum, agreed to the terms of

particular bill, the manda-

tory inclusion of all practitioners, and you

a doctor whose

premium is $50,000, the man whose premium is for $2,000 would probably be increased, wouldn't
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Punitive damages have been mentioned earlier today in

Mr. Ludlum's proposal.

I noticed, in testifying before the Waxman

committee three years ago, I made the same proposal.

Basically,

the purpose of punitive damage is not to have a windfall for an
injured person but to have a penalty on the wrong-doer, and it seems
to me that like all other penalties, if it is to be imposed, the
penalty itself should go to the public.

Either in the form as

Mr. Ludlum proposed, as a special fund, or into the ••••• you know if
you're caught speeding in an automobile, the cop supposedly does not
get the fine.

It's supposed to go into the general treasury.

But

i t really ••••• punitive damages have been misused, particularly in
the professional liability health field in the last few years, as a
club, and its purposes, I think, distorted.

It seems to me that the

concept of punitive damages doesn't have any business in the practice
of medicine and in the whole civil field.

It seems to me that it

needs considerable reform.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Is it possible that a lot of these requests

for punitive damages are lawyers practicing defensive law as doctors
sometimes in fact practice defensive medicine by doing some things
that they wouldn't be strictly required, but if they don't do it
they might get sued for it?
MR. HASSARD:

It's partially that, and that is happening

more and more in the practice of law, naming those codefendants by
the bushel.

There's another thing that has come along in the past

several years.

Punitive damages, though, in the health field have

been used by plaintiff's lawyers full well knowing that the insurance policy of the doctor or hospital being sued excludes punitive
damages.

Full well knowing that therefore the insurance company is
-58-
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runs out,

's it.
who

haven't yet been compensated, they're going to be basically out of
individual defendant

luck unless the circumstances are such that
involved is personally rich.
very often.

And

t

to be the case

So that what the off-shore company concept really does,

I think, is place an unknown risk on the public as a whole.

Now I

don't propose that they be punished or that there be stiff penalties or that we have a long-arm statute or anything.

I would pro-

pose that our own California Insurance Code be reevaluated as to
whether or not the capital and surplus requirements are unrealistic
in today's world.

Now I'm using the word unrealistic because I

don't know if you can say high or low because I don't know if anybody knows if they are high or low.

I know, and I'm not being

critical of the Insurance Department or the Commissioner, if I were
the Insurance Commissioner I would do just what he has done because
if I had the public responsibility of administering insurance laws,
I'd be conservative.

I certainly wouldn't want to give a certifi-

cate of authority to a company that in a year or two goes bankrupt.
But I think the Legislature, particularly this committee, and
Mr. McAlister and apparently his Insurance Committee should take a

good hard look at what can be done legislative-wise that will move
the burden from the Insurance Commissioner to exercise judgement
of his risk almost and to make a more realistic appraisal of what
capital is needed to do what.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

You mean you wouldn't want the Commis-

sioner to have that responsibility but to broaden it some way to
some other •••
MR. HASSARD:

To broaden it, yes, that's it.

the Commissioner, I would be very, very conservative.

If I were

I'm just wondering

we're using our mar-

ket advantage in California to force some of

companies to par-

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

ticipate in our own problems
MR. HASSARD:

bills

There have

that line.

I

think Nevada actually did an act, a statute to that effect, that if
you were going to do business with -- in Nevada in the casualty
field, you had to include professional liability.
have been bills in the California Leg

I know there

along that line, and

I don't know of any that have gotten anywhere.

And I don't know

how practical that is, or how constitutional, but it's an approach.
In point of fact, in medicine, physicians are getting closer and
closer to having nothing but their own self-insurance mechanism,
their own company.

There is a distinct limitation on the amount of

capital that can be acquired, so many thousand doctors, or so many
hundred hospitals can only raise so much.

If you apply a standard

that means that so much is inadequate, there if nothing else is
available, you mandated inadequacy, which is my point.
shore answer bothers me.
is a good answer.

The off-

I just don't think the off-shore answer

It ••.

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

We have a bill pending before the

Legislature now which would make it easier for off-shore activities,
much to my dismay.
MR. HASSARD:

, assuming it

Well, the o

to tax, can't change

could save income taxes if there was
the laws of nature.

You can't change

of economics because

if you have a limited fund with no resource on that limited fund,
when that limited fund is gone, it's gone.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

I

if I
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more time, we'd go down to

•

•

a

courts.

of pre-trial leadership in
some are outstanding.

judges and

I

ones too

I 've seen some

I think

leadership

You just

cases they call

and that • s what a

on which side.

it 1eadership, some guys -sometimes it's called fascism, depending on how
it's a stronger situation, there's no
MS. GORMAN:

comes out: but
about it.

That's the reason I was sort of hedging a

little bit.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Anything further?

I appreciate your attendance.

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

I think we'

Thank you very much.
pause now for lunch.

We'll have to proceed with a little more

alacrity this afternoon, although we certainly don't want to cut
anybody off.
welcome.

Any comments

people want to make are certainly

In addition to

, if

are long statements and

they could be summarized we'd appreciate
material will be

because all of the

the record of

have a transcript

, and then, we'll

the actual

take off my coat here.

some point.

our first

I may just

this afternoon is

Dr. Paul Slawson of the California Psychiatric Association.
assume that

ight,

you, sir.

DR. PAUL SLAWSON:
ladies and gentlemen.
am a physician,
I teach psychiatry.

11 proceed.

the committee,

Mr.

For the record,
faculty

name

Paul Slawson.

I

at UCLA School of Medicine.

I 1 m here because of my position with the Cali-

fornia Psychiatric Association, which
association,

1

I

our statewide professional

capacity I am Chairman of the Insurance

•

I

s

premiums because, although it is sometimes not recognized, psychiatrists are actually a

do not share,

say

,

would be

necessary to support this

of treatment.

basis of our activity today,

major

I would like to

bring to the attention of the

be the reporting

practices of the insurance company.

We were

found out that it was almost imposs
was.

event, on the

In

dismayed when we

to find out what the risk

Probably there were anecdotal reports about what happened to

psychiatrists and how they were sued.

When we went to the insurers

to see what the exposure was, we were

to find two things:

one, that we weren't very well segregated as far as our particular
others~

type of risk being identified and put aside with the
secondly, that the general

and

with respect to reporting

were really rather -- seemed to be very inadequate; that there were
groupings of doctors over periods of time,

the refinement in

terms of the law status we had anticipated we might find were simply
proved to be lax.

It made it very

of information we wanted relevant to
present.

We did

for us to get the kind
kind of a risk we

, not only because we•re interested in knowing

what it was that we were being asked to
interested in loss

When I

just so much to look out

for, but we were also
this I mean that not
~U'lU~JQJLLkCOt

to prevent the type of
this type of loss.
through the agency

In

would lead to
event,
the Insurance

a state-mandated reporting system
of detailed

but to try

that would

our feel

that perhaps

sioner, there should be
provide for the type
to make meaningful

•

•

I

think, are two in number:

of what one might

one would be a

a kind of nuisance

call frivolous and unjustified claims
value

are very consumptive

think in

our

would either

terms of perhaps some remedial type of

allow a clearinghouse for these in some other sector or perhaps some
way of suppressing their interest.

Perhaps

most significant and

final point that I will make is that we are concerned about the matter
of the distinction between malpractice which means that the doctor did
a bad job, that he practiced in what the lawyers say is a negligent
manner; a negligent, reckless and irresponsible manner with what we
are inclined to call an untoward result, which I understand other
people are now calling a maloccurrence.

When you couple these two

entities to the sort of common sense approach that you aren't supposed to be in relatively good health, walk into a hospital and
come out dead, you get into very difficult areas.

There is almost

a need for the doctor to certify that he is going to be able to
achieve a good result; in fact, even the elements of malpractice
law point out that doctors can't and shouldn't guarantee performance and that what is at issue is negligence and not an unfortunate
outcome.

This, I think, at least in our setting at UCLA, has become

a very, very difficult problem.

The consumer expectation is enor-

mously high, particularly in a univers
now becoming products of high technology.

setting, and we are all
We are

expectation of

good results and significant intervention leading to outcomes that
just couldn•t have been anticipated or expected years ago but are
now commonplace.

I think that in summary our contention is that

some form of state-mandated reporting and refinement of reporting
that would allow a clear understanding of what is being paid for
-68-
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CHAIRMAN KNOX:

So they are

, but on the other

hand, you very particularly don't want to be grouped with the remainder of

to spreading the

brother physicians

risk on malpractice coverage?
DR. SLAWSON:
physicians.

I would say yes and no to that.

We are a recognized medical specialty.

We are

We have been

the same internship,

going to the same medical schooli we
except instead of taking .•.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

You don't become an orthopedist or

specialize in internal medicine, you become a psychiatrist.

I

understand that.
DR. SLAWSON:

The problem that we had

is what we call

in our commentary a so-called compression factor.

one of the

reasons that we were opposed, not vehemently, but as an association
of physicians, to the Berman bill was the so-called compression
practice, the compression effect of this.

That is, where the low

limit and the high limit would be pushed together, which meant
time enjoyed very low rates

that many of our people who had at
would be suffering up to maybe
they would be expecting.

40~/o

increases in the rates that

This would offer a kind of economic

parity, but on the other hand, it doesn't take into consideration
that there is imparity
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

terms of
But you are saying

at least up to

a point that psychiatrists are willing to share
of their colleagues in the profession.
tions?
here.

Thank

very much, Doctor.

a po

the troubles
Any ques-

We appreciate your being

Mr. Jack Long of the California Legislative Council of
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are

As

as cost

case, Mr. Long.

was

to

a friend of mine the other day
years ago the cost

CHAIRMAN KNOX:
MR. LONG:

o o

$

Yes.

CHAIRMAN KNOX:
MR. LONG:

1000.

$

0

Twenty

Now it is over

was

$8,000.

son.

office.

a

1

S

not too

Well,

responsible per-

0

He just has two people

Nobody else is res-

ponsible except the one I mentioned.

I have two recommendations:

one, that we establish that the plaintiff bear all costs of the suit
in the event that the suit fails,

the person being sued

having to go back and sue this

indemnified.

recommendation is to require the

companies to defend a

professio.nal if he elects to defend;
with his support.

Now

often

settlement be only
cases are settled by the

insurance company because it is

sounder to them.

i t is damaging to the reputation of
case in Florida, they even dropped

The other

But

fessional and, as in this
man 1 s insurance.

So I feel

at least with this

that certainly all insurance laws
type of insurance, professional 1

fact that a man can

be defended for his reputation as

the monetary aspects.

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Let me

suppose that you had one of

a

question, Mr. Long.
$400,000 and he
could settle the

had $200,000 worth of 1

, should he

case for $150,000.
expose himself to the
MR ..

Mr. Knox.
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to
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KNOX:
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KNOX:

Is Dr. Gampell
Mr. Gilbert Jones,

of Bonn

Is

Sanford Rothenberg

Mr. Zuk is with Johnson and Higgins; Dr .. Rothenberg is representing
the Southern

ifornia

Gentlemen,

Insurance

thank
MR. DON ZUK:

Mr.

attendance today, and

Dr. Rothenberg's

I

was not explained to me that a statement was

desired by this committee •••
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
MR. ZUK:

No problem.

••• so I really

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

nothing prepared •••

Oh no, this is being recorded, sir, so we

will have the full advantage of your testimony.

Besides hearing it,

we will have it printed for us.
MR. ZUK:

••• and I arranged the meeting for Dr. Rothenberg.

CHAIRMAN KNOX:
·MR. ZUK:

Oh, you are introducing Dr. Rothenberg.

That's right.

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Proceed with your introduction.

We are

glad to have you
MR. ZUK:

This is Dr. Sandy Rothernberg.

He is a member

of the Board of Governors for the Southern California Physicians
Insurance Exchange.

Dr. Rothenberg.

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Doctor.

DR. SANFORD ROTHENBERG:
Rothenberg.

you.

I am a Doctor

surgery and

is Neuro-

the past

actively engaged in

the neurosurgical care of
two years ago, I appeared before the
Medical Malpractice, which was
Berman.

I have

My name is Sanford F.
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the Cali-

You will, or you have already

fornia Medical Association.

their position.

We

I don't

It would serve no purpose to
intend to give you an abundance of

but would be happy

s

at your request to provide whatever reports and statistics that are
available.

Mr. Chairman, we have records on

malpractice claims

dating back to 1970 in the seven-county areas.
that the Hartford Company in
in premiums.

we know, for example,

70 collected approximately $2,600,000

We also know that for that same year they paid out

just over. $4,330,000 and still have reserved an additional $2,000,000
for known claims.

In 1971, which was

full year of the
premium collected

Hartford program in the seven-county area, a
was approximately $13,400,
paid out over $13,000,000
serve for known claims.

have

$7,000,000 in reof statistics and num-

are

bers that we can make available to
tort reform.

, for 1971 they have

As of March

the need for

to

that in the SCPIE

repeat that we also

I

rates for physi-

program we are doing all we can to
cians.

of physicians

We are deeply

who are going
with personally
premiums.
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Many of
state

to pay the
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DR, ROTHENBERG:

at
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

I

that the amount paid

as we mentioned this morning, the amount

in premiums in a given

year and the amount paid in claims is not

relevant, is it,

for that particular period?
DR. ROTHENBERG:

Yes.

For example,

amount of money

they collected in premiums was multiplied by two for the cost to
date in that 1970 year, plus generating a reserve that is equal to
about the amount they originally collected, so we are talking about
a cost to the carrier for that 1970 year of about three times that
which they collected.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

I see.

Now, the principle suggestion you

make today is that we make a limit on the amount of liability on
professionals?
DR. ROTHENBERG:
. CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Yes, sir •
In other words, no matter how badly some-

one is hurt, if they reach that threshold, that's it.

That's as

much as they get.
DR. ROTHERNBERG: In response to you, I think that this is
a societal problem.

It is a serious problem.

It is one that we

have not, as you know, taken lightheartedly; but as you know, the
government hasn't as yet come out with a catastrophic health insurance.

Certainly the fraction of population the physicians are in

this country cannot subsidize the catas

accidents that net us

an inheritance, and so we have to have a limit
if we don't, it certainly will in all
impair the delivery of medicine in the

liability because
iferate, as well as
And I would like to

add in this respect, Mr. Chairman, that I think that it is appropriate to say that

there was a 1

exceeded that it would be appropriate
-78-
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a

have a certain incident of
pneumonia or pneumonia.

or bronchial

or

We

a certain

we are

incidence of cardiac arrest

can

are anticipated compl

finitum, but these
divorced from the

are

concept of negligence.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
questions?

I

Thank

Thank you, sir, very much.

very much.

Any

We appreciate very much your

attendance.
DRe ROTHERNBERG:
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Thank
here, President of the

I see Dr.

Good afternoon,

State Bar .of california, a very retiring
Ralph.
DR. RALPH GAMPELL:
my name

Mr.

Ralph Gampell and I am the

am appearing

California.

I

that most

the propositions that I

of the State Bar of

my

at least in principle, of
I

, ladies and gentlemen,

, though I believe
have the support,

Board of Governors of the State Bar.

have been spending some time trying to

proposals for dealing

with the malpractice problem as

community and

I started from the empirical base of

that were made
, and if I could,

at the time of the medical problem of two
I would like to

to certain figures

for the legal community.

I

of mandatory riskcollecting reserves

am proposing is a form
simpler, instead of

an

and leaving those

or

f

not occur,
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to
s

the
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•
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As

to
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We
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just over
was
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me

I

a fair
are 35,000

30

actual payment

per doctor in '74 was in the order of
order of $1,300.

'75, was on the

The next and very

is how much
amount of money.

for the

should be the

committee of the American College of

A

which, as you are

all aware, is a very prestigious legal

in the united

States, assured me in private conversation that under no circumstances could the add-on be more than
should be less

a hundred.

That

almost certainly
,

for brokerage, for home office expense,

add-on for all costs,
adjustment, for legal

fees and the whole ball of wax, would be less than
you look at those figures, you can say

10~/o.

So if

the actual cost per

doctor for malpractice in '74 was about $2,200 and in '75 was about
$2,600.

Now, if we assume nonvenality on

part of the carriers,

and I am certainly willing to make that assumption, at least for
this argument, the only way that that translates into the $20 and
$30 and $40,000 premiums is that the carriers are collecting money
against an unknown contingency which the worst contingency is the
inflation of the dollar.

But when they say we are collecting the

big bucks now because we are going to have to pay out -- the
$100,000 now is a million down the

I think what they are

saying is

have to pay out in in-

flated dollars.

we are afraid that we
That

logical way to solve
exactly as

need

brings me to what seems to me the only
problem, and
But you can't do

to collect money
on a day-to-day

basis, so the proposal that I am presently advancing, which you,
Mr. Chairman, are well aware is embodied

AB 209, is at the first

of the next following year you collect from your whole at-risk

-82-

cost of
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, and

here could

not

However, the
their
deal with their
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to,

be

looking for secondary

coming in essentially not with a primary
coverage but looking really
carrier

say, I

primary indemnity.

a

can go to their

a
I

or $300,000 of

have a

legal fees.

of $

Now I want you to write the next

We

consultants that the next layer

been told by our
I must tell you, in

avai

all honesty, if the next layer is not
because I do not visualize the whole

, then the plan fails
being risked for the $10

million judgment or the $20 million judgment because of the SEC
failure in an offering, something of that sort.
that you can make the argument that this
table.

Now, I recognize

postponing the inevi-

But, of course, that's the essence of insurance generally.

Whether you collect the money at the front end or at the back end,
you still have got to pay.

All I can say for this proposition is

that we will be paying against the known happening rather than collecting money against some unknown happening.
tion.

I can flavor it up for another

That's the proposi-

, but that's really all

it is.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
MS •

GORMAN:

Go ahead.

In the draft

our office tomorrow on AB 209,

going to be received in
not limit

per occurrence if more than one lawyer

to $250,000

involved and that's be-

cause the original actuarial figures were based on per attorney,
not per occurrence.

It would also ass

actuarial, I mean

the excess coverage being obtained by large law firms.
DR. GAMPBELL:
this.

There are

ways you can approach

The one thing that has to be avoided is being able to say,

yes, twenty lawyers

our firm were involved.
-84-
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I

over
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pea under."
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sition is the amount of money it costs

to be known.

going to cost what it costs, not
money and blow it in the
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

It is

to accumulate
as

Are you going to

lawyers to

advertise under the new decision that they are a member of the fund,
or will the fund cover false advertising?
DR. GAMPELL:
be fraud.
now.

No.

extent that it would

I suspect to

I take it the fund would not cover, as no policy covers

We've tried in offering to you as the author certain State

Bar amendments to make our proposals track with standard policy and
I believe that that would be an exclusion.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
all for it.

Oh, I've got my name on it, Ralph, I'm

Any questions of Dr. Gampell?

DR. GAMPELL:
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

It is a neat idea.

Thank you very much.

Thank you very much.
Dr. David Rubsamen, Doctor of Medicine

and Juris Doctor.
DR. DAVID RUBSAMEN:
mittee, I am David Rubsamen.

Mr. chairman and members of the comI am editor of the Professional Lia-

bility Newsletter and I am a medical legal consultant.

I am just

going to address myself to one topic here and this deals with the
incidence of nuisance suits that insurance carriers are subject to.
I know this has been discussed previously today and I will put a
new slant on it, I hope.

In the course of speaking with claims

managers of a variety of insurance companies and reviewing many,
many cases, I am impressed with how

cases there are which a

well qualified Plaintiff Malpractice
bring, cases which simply lack merit.

simply would not
Now, the attorneys to bring

these are usually men in general practice

they are people who
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sue and
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II

was a

enema"

appeared.
no

was

inj

or thoon a
He
was one

not set up
the condefendant

such as the pathologist was sued in a

death action -- his

participation in the case was doing the

And that was

actually taken right up to

just before

The patient who died from a

trial.

is an aneurysm in the brain.

aneurysm.

It is congenital.

any moment, mowing the lawn or whatever.

This

It can appear at

It happened, unfortunately

-- this appeared a few hours after elective minor surgery.

It was

clear that the case -- death had nothing to do with the minor surgery.

This is one of the more complicated examples of what I would

regard as a totally non-meritorious suit.

It would require some

intelligent work-up to come to that conclusion, but it is obvious.
The individual who had a carotid arteriogram and felt tired before
the arteriogram, felt tired for weeks after, and found an attorney
to sue the doctor because of the tiredness, and in the summons complaint, the attorney said the arteriogram must have destroyed the
thyroid.

were about 5 cc.s of

This was based on the fact that

hematoma around the arteriogram, which was discontinued because of
the patient's discomfort.

And finally,

patient who had a per-

fectly successful mamilliplasty deep breast enhancement procedure
by a plastic surgeon, but the breasts weren't large enough, so she
Now there is already

found an attorney willing to bring
a partial solution to this type of

I

want to emphasize

that if I am correct that a third or even more cases that an insurance
company deals with represent the totally

cases.

That ex-

pense is very, very substantial, so I am not talking about something
as trivial as the impact of the case
examples are ludicrous.

brought.

Their effect is not ludicrous.

The case
The solu-
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was sued
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action.
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,

he is held to the orthopedic standards.

I am suggesting by analogy

that the plaintiff's attorney must

at least to the average
in the community

of competence of the specialist
and I think that with such a standard,

result would be this:

I

don't think you would have a plethora of malicious prosecution actions.
I

think you would have a few.

once you had a few, you have the

attorney working up his case before he brought his summons and comp1aint, or if he had to bring his summons and complaint •••
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Let me ask you this question, Mr. Rubsamen.

You want the attorney to work up his case.

Are you also, as a con-

comitant of your suggestion, saying that without his filing a suit,
he would be entitled to full discovery of the doctor and hospital
records without filing a suit?
.DR. RUBSAMEN:

Well, under section 1158 of the Evidence

Code today, my understanding is that he does have that .•.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Yes, he has to go through a little trouble

to get it though.
DR. RUBSAMEN:

••• and under the procedure called Conti-

nuation .••
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
DR. RUBSAMEN:

Perpetuation ••.
.•. Perpetuation of testimony, he can also

use that.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
trouble to get

Yes, and

's

to

through a lot of

Would you support a situation where he can go

is coming to see me and claims

to a doctor and say, look, this

that he has been injured and I am his attorney and here's a contract
signed by him and before I file a suit, Doctor, I would like to talk
to you and I would like to examine
-90-

of your records and would

like to

determine

I

or

to accept

1

of
I don t
CHAIRMAN
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' Company
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, Mr. chairman.
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My name is

Angeles..
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Reform,

to as

in an

secure

to

the medical

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

want to

Mr

statement
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am

us the whole text

our
ELLSWORTH:

It
• K.

a

statement.
ahead •
Com-

was

Commission on Aging

and

our efforts and

efforts

Legislature resulted

We

a

equitable and
of the
we are pleased that the
instituting a

lawsuit that tests the constitutionality of AB
you are aware that the large

I'm sure that
carriers gave no

value to the cost

and con-

tinued to increase premiums to

doctors went bare

or ceased to practice in protest of the cost

malpractice insurance.

In view of the inaction of the commercial companies, doctors throughout the state looked to their own resources
responsible group of
owned nonprofit

a solution.

one

decided to establish their own doctor-

medical malpractice insurance company.

The impetus

was furnished by leaders previously active in the California Physicians Crisis Committee.

This group of more than 1,900 doctors that

worked closely with CCMR had recognized

ongoing consumer input

was necessary to make the company serve community as well as doctors'
interests~

As a result of my efforts to work in the CCMR for a

solution, they requested that I continue to work with them as a consumer representative on the Board of Governors of the new company.
I accepted and have served since 1975

is called The Doctors' Company.

capacity.

This company

It now provides medical malpractice

insurance to more than 3,000 doctors throughout the state.

It differs

from other medical malpractice insurance companies in several important ways.

One, we have a policy of selective underwriting.

means we will not insure a

with a

This

malpractice insurance

case history or will place limitations on
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Let me ask

, Mr. Ellsworth.

Who

is going to insure that doctor?
MR. ELLSWORTH:

to insure him?

Who

are a certain number of doctors who

Well, there

bad malpractice his-

tories, we don't think they are insurable, and certainly we wouldn't
2-

an

in some casesa

uns

tomy,

a tonsillec-

we are not

to

If

•

of

a

but we
to

that he is

not an

a problem

Assurance

We

can appeal to

We
have

over

we were

turn
We

were settled satis
to see

argument.

we

In some cases we
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

ELLSWORTH:

You

?

any doctors to

your contract?

KNOX:

ELLSWORTH

renew.

We

soor
Each appl
I mentioned that

to

on a truly
an operating gain

excess of $505,000 after all expenses
sary statutory reserves.
a dividend of 11.

establishment of neces-

Each pol

in 1976 received

of

as

favorable

experience.
The Doctors• Company

a consumer representative, find reas

When a doctor

company is obviously at fault, we
offer should be made.

I, as

claim

a

our

a prompt and fair

Most insurance

treat most claims,

justified or not, as adversary proceedings or make settlement of
frivolous claims to the detriment of the practicing doctor.
our policy as soon as it is reported to

It is

it and seek to

resolve the issue as speedily and equitably as possible.
The premiums paid by our

~ompany

lower than those offered by some of

are approximately 50%

commercial carriers.

are adjusted on a quarterly basis, based on
company.

experience of the

We believe that additional tort

for doctors may

required as part of the permanent so
of medical care.

They

of the spiraling costs

We fully supported AB lXX

believe that it is

constitutional and hope that the Supreme Court so rules.
port several proposals now before the Legis

we sup-

which would result

in the expansion of the "Good Samaritan" philosophy.

These pro-

posals are in the best

as the medi-

cal profession.

of

as

there is

From our limited

as The Doctors'

a need for a single purpose
company

in other lines of profess

premature to say that we have

1

it is

medical malpractice prob-

lem, we certainly point to a

fessions now

facing escalating costs year

commercial insurance

tort
as to

reform
professions
Insurance

new

to set
consumers

vide

a single purpose
has some

t

practice

to

They

look at their
medical policyholders.
1

certain

and
Mr.
, Mr

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

sworth..

I
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your
Thank
renew

Do

MS.
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renew

-- you

Yes.
... so

I

Yes.

own record and you
also set
constant:

MR

the

,350.

8

man'
a

example,
That

he is part of
the rest

the

the group has a good record.

We would

a deductible on

it of say, $5,000, whatever our
right~

but

premium

feel is

never

coverage.

We

We

do use deductibles.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
here.

Thank you, s

We appreciate

Dr. J. David Gaynor of the

being

Dental Association.

Dr. Gaynor.
(See Appendix VIII for written testimony.)
DR. J. DAVID GAYNOR:
name is J. David Gaynor.

Mr. Knox, ladies and gentlemen, my

I am Vice President

the California

Dental Association, an association made up
in the State of California.

,600 member dentists

I promise to

no more than ten

minutes of your valuable time as it is getting late in the afternoon.
In this presentation I will give you a description of the program of
the association, the past history of

ims and premiums, current

efforts of the California Dental As

to solve the malpractice

problem, and, finally, what we believe must be done in the future to
solve the problem for the dentists and
state.

patients within this

As we have set our rate structures and have accumulated our

figures, we basically are operating two classes of individuals.
Number one, the general practitioner, and number two, the oral surgeon.

Our rates have been set by

s experience

and they have shown a significant
years.

five or six

In the policy year of 1974,

was $178.

In the current policy

of

the rate is now $785, and increase of
geon rate was $2

practitioner rate
77,
In 19

starts July 1st,
, the oral sur-

, and as we started to accumulate loss experience

and cost, this year that rate was
-96-

at $3,040, or an

, there
ss payout

company
to come
0

too

presentation of
with our

Council -- excuse me, I would like to add just one other thing.
earned collected premium is increas
premium is approximately $6,

s

In 1976, that

,000,

that premium will be $10,000,000, so

The

current year, 1977,
can see the kind of esca-

lation that we are suffering in this problem.

The California Dental

Association with its Council on Insurance has hired an independent
actuarial service and firm, Milliman and Robertson, and they s
on all of the judgments and all of the meetings of the Council.

We

utilize their expertise to help us evaluate the fact and figures
that are presented to us by our carriers, not just in the liability
field, but also in the disability field and the hospitalization
surance.
I would imagine there have been a

of things said that

are perhaps unkind to the various carriers this morning and some
this afternoon, and I would like to tell you that we have been very
pleased with the Chubb Pacific Company and the way they have worked
with the California Dental Association in

method of sharing

their information and their cooperation with the program.
us a five-year contract five years ago.

They gave

They honored every portion

of that contract, though at some point two years ago they found that
in their calculations they included no money for home office expense
as an error.

And as you know, insurance companies can, if they

desire, make those kinds of changes after the contract is signed.
They chose to honor every portion of the contract, and we, as the
California Dental Association, are
Current efforts by the Cal
try and decrease the problem:

of that.
Dental Association to

number one, we have started on an

experimental basis a Claims Review Program both in San Diego and
-98-

San
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cost.
seventeen

mem-

the
one that showed
the program.

Now

we can t

I

the indi-

who, under

those cases where malpractice has

to be recom-

pensed and the professionals, the dentists,

some of them go

bare and then the patient

an

occurred.

no

ury that has

I think that is the significant public problem.

One of

the kinds of things that we believe have to be done to try and solve
the problem from the point of view of

dental profession.

We have

investigated the possiblity of forming a reciprocal company and we
are quite pleased with some of the possibilities, but the deeper we
get into the discussion, and we get disclosure on information as to
what it takes to form a reciprocal, the more difficult we find it is
going to become.

I think if malpractice insurance is going to be

difficult to secure by professionals in this state, I think there
has got to be some legislation to make it more meaningful and somehow easier for those professional organizations that must form reciprocals to do so and not make it a very difficult task, one that
discourages instead of encouraging that form of insurance.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

What's the most difficult thing about the

task?
DR. GAYNOR:

Well, part of the problem we have had is in

terms of getting good information with the Insurance Commissioner.
We find it at times difficult to work with and meet with ••.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

difficult to meet with the

You find

Insurance Commissioner?
DR. GAYNOR:

We have had some

the first round

in terms of getting a proper appointment
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

You mean you

' t get an appointment

with the Commissioner?
DR. GAYNOR:

It was

at

We finally got it with

his

we met
CHAIRMAN
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down or ....

mean

terms of
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a very

KNOX:

rate

law to determine

It

or not a rate
Yes,

within that

I

there can be some working area.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

I see.

You

standards

are ...
GAYNOR:

are too s

I

That 1 s
KNOX:

Mr.
Of course, with the past

ect matter,

why he would be

I
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iness

over

has
DR

to the statement

GAYNOR:

that

us

asked,

we

as
to

question is
our own company
expertise have

not
of the

a

come out

, and that is part

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

and your attempts to contact the
DR. GAYNOR:
lem.

your telephone calls

Do you have
Commiss~uu~'h

ficant a prob-

s

I don't

I don't think we can pursue that.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Well, it is significant.

As a represen-

tative of State Government, it is significant to me if one of our
departments is not available to somebody
DR. GAYNOR:

needs help.

Let me check with our staff and I will get

that information to you.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
DR. GAYNOR:

Anything further, Doctor?

Yes.

In the peer review system, at the cur-

rent time there is legislation that holds that the individuals who
render peer review are not liable for legal action as long as what
they do

i~

not done in a malicious manner.

I believe from the

information given to me that the organizations they represent can
be liable, such as a component dental society, such as the Los Angeles
Dental Society or the parent organization, such as the California
Dental Association, and I believe we should have some legislation
that also relieves the parent organizations of liability in the peer
review system as the individuals themselves are relieved of liability.
A suggestion that has been made by many other speakers is a method
of pre-review of those cases that

' t have any justification to

keep them out of the court system where the costs start to mount
significantly and then costs to all the participants.
suggestion that I have to make rel

to

And the last

peer review system

and to the determination of sub-level practitioners.

It is my

belief that the Association should have the power through its peer
review system to investigate those individuals who practice sub-level

care
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We see
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s
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expenses to keep
ury of a
, we see three primary

s

or

areas

I would like

to discuss briefly here this afternoon.
First, our escalating

Like other pro-

costs

fessions, we

The

current projections are for
miums.

insurance pre-

Just last month the

professional liability
10~/o

insurance program sponsored

realized a

increase.

a seven-month period

This was the second

we know from past

we can s

premium

and be ready to

expect another increase within a matter of months.
would take as long as a year, but we don't

Hopefully, it
we are at the whim

of the underwriter in that
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
MR. McCARTY:
right.

Even though

won the Ernst case?

Even though we won

That didn't seem to make too

fact, with regard to our problems.

a dent, as a matter of
We

, over the years, done

business -- and I say over the

last seven, eight or

nine years, done business essentially
companies and since liabil

Ernst case, that's

three different insurance

problems

something of a crisis

nature, we have had an ongoing

the insurance com-

panies with regard to the justification of premium rate increases.
I would dare say that the rate increases are seldom understandable
by us and we seldom get
rate increases.
so to speak,

reasoning for the

But if

are

is a little

Number two, the

game in town,
to
of insurance.

have stopped writing accoantants'

in California,
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most particularly in Southern
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most
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of

number
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not
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not

terms of

Insurance Committee
the company
people ..

This obviously leaves a lot of firms

, or in need of

insurance, and with a rather
unavailable, then I
siderably.

insurance is

se

con-

We see this as being a s

, one with

which we are concerned because the accountant's pockets perhaps are
not deep enough to justifiably satisfy

compensation that is

deserved by the injured party, at least

many instances.

insurance underwriters are constantly

The

more restrictive

conditions into their insurance applications so as to screen out
more and more firms or practice units.

This we don't quarrel with

as long as the criteria are valid.
Thirdly, the quality of the insurance contract or the
insurance coverage seems to be slipping.

are conditions that

are put

let's say that there

i~to

the contract or to the contrary

are conditions not in the contract which make
for the practitioner.

it the weaker contract

The first such change occurred a few years

ago when all insurance went from a current basis to claims-made
basis.

This is a significant change,

understandable as far

as insurance companies are concerned, but still in all, a weakening
of the contract from the practitioner's standpoint.

Now there is a

new and increasing trend to eliminate prior acts coverage so that if
you do business or buy insurance from a given company and if prior
acts coverage is eliminated
can really

not

of

trouble as to

prior to the

time that
a one-year period of time.

a
If

are

period coverage from the company that
nation of prior acts

contract, then you

can

contract for, let's say
, you can buy extended
just left but the elimia disasterous effect on any .••
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we ran through 1973,

PI contract was a currents
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that we can
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statement

not
were available,
practitioners.
case about how tough
we

to do about

MR. McCARTY:

and other segments

our insurance

of our society have, of course, been
the problem at hand.

We

that the answer lies

with and considering

adopted no
legislation.

we have felt

A couple of years ago an ad

hoc committee on this problem, the problem of the accountant's
liability, pretty well came to that conclusion realizing that the
answer lay with legislation, rested with legislation.

How to get

that legislation was, of course, a big question.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

What do you think, if you could write

the law today, what would you put in it?
MR. McCARTY:

Well, we would probably want to see attor-

ney contingent fees limited with regard to liability suits; also,
limit on the liability of the practitioner and limit on the amount
of the liability.

There could also be some gain made perhaps with

the method -- in developing a method of self-insurance.

We have

engaged a large brokerage -- insurance brokerage firm, a consulting
firm to come back to us with the proposal with regard to one or
more concepts of self-insurance where we would participate in the
insurance problem.
can be made.

Also, a statute of limitations on when claims

That seems to go a long way defining the problem and

the limit of the problem and drawing a line to the time •••
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

How

a statute

you think ought to

exist?
MR. McCARTY:

Well, without

really don't have an answer.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

I certa

Is there a

on the thing to determine, to help us
approach to this would be?
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MR. McCARTY:

Yes.
amount

CHAIRMAN KNOX
be

right?

MR. McCARTY:

one

I see

s

solution to

problem
IRMAN KNOX:
McCARTY:
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
McCARTY:

, a solution for the

In

the

How
Yes.
seems

one problem, I think a
units are overbuy

insurance
well,
I think
lawsuit

practice
a

at this point,
the claim or the
insurance.

If that

, or if that

insurance limit had been somewhat higher,
have been that much higher .•••. I think

the claim would
' s a question of developing

reason along with the
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

••. to prove his loss.

He can't just be-

cause the policy is $200,000, he can't say, I want $200,000.

He's

got to prove that he's been damaged that much, doesn't he?
MR. McCARTY:

He has to prove that he's been damaged, but

I don't know that all damage is measureable in terms of dollars.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

All right.

Any further questions?

Mr.

McAlister.
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

What is the average premium the

CPA would pay, and for what kind of limit?
MR. McCARTY:

Premiums in most cases are determined on

the basis.of the number of personnel in the accounting firm or dollars of payroll and/or gross fees.
in determining premiums.

Now those are common yardsticks

In my firm, we paid in excess of $6,000

for a million dollars of insurance.
million.

We couldn't obtain the second

We would have ••.
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

Six thousand dollars for a million

dollars, did you say?
MR. McCARTY:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

And

have thirty employees ••.

no, sixty?
MR. McCARTY:

Sixty employees,

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:
MR. McCARTY:

's right.

And you only paid $6,000?

That's right, for the first million.

was one but that's up significantly and rising.

There

That was paid

before the hundred percent increase that I made reference to a few
-110-

minutes ago.
now

McALISTER:
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MR. McCARTY:
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units,
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They would

MR.

bably

area

$100 to
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in about

less than that.
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Pro-

could go
I 1 Ve seen

rate schedules

area.
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

errors

are

typical kinds

a CPA

s

a CPA might

sued?
engagement letters,

MR. McCARTY

•

for example,

Countersuits on

disputes have

Allegations of

representation

given rise to problems.

Any audited or
error or

a

statement
to

error can

is
a

or a

or

an
MR. McCARTY:

setting out ••••• an
would be a
express

letter?

An
sense,

or

by the accountant
be and what the

accountant has proposed to do for

, what the fee would be,

what the fee arrangements
aspects

the

as many of the detailed
as

thorough understanding on

would be a
This has not

part

been used extensively enough, and has been perhaps the cause of
some rather significant disputes.
•s the biggest judgment against

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:
a CPA or CPA firm you ve ever heard o
MR. McCARTY:
millions of dollars.

That I've ever heard of?

Well, it's in the

The big eight firms or the international firms

of course have had some rather, some very significant suits in the
millions of dollars.

I guess I would have to try to decide that

size firm we are talking about.

There have been cases settled out

of court without the benefit of insurance for many hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

Do I understand that there are

some ambiguities as to what the statute of limitations would be,
depending of course on what type of work you did and ..•
MR. McCARTY:

What the statute of limitations would be?

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

Yes.

There is only one statute

of limitations for CPA work?
MR. McCARTY:
no statute of

CPA

a statute of limitations might
regard to the

-- there is

No, I would

earlier that

I

to draw a line with

's

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

Do CPA's have any problem with

the so-called long tail which seems to afflict doctors •.•
MR. McCARTY:

Well, that was a problem.

That is a problem

•s

of course,

we can•t
to

We
and

)
I

am an
ions

tects

to
are

some
A

costs
to

some ideas

problem.
a problem.

a
teet

small archi-

CHAIRMAN KNOX:
MS. PELUSO:

All right, tell us.

Well, if they

of 1iability, they are
sma11 firm.

about $2,

Their fees are based on

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

dollars worth

a

This is for a

a

gross receipts.

Do you know how much a small lawyer is

paying?
MS. PELUSO:

No, a small architect.

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Three thousand dollars for $250,000 and

$750,000.
MS. PELUSO:

For gross receipts is how much?

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

For gross receipts -- it doesn't matter

what the gross receipts are.
MS. PELUSO:
So you

m~ght

That's how much they pay.

Architects are based on their gross receipts.

have a guy paying $2,000 when his gross receipts are

$25,000 a year.

Another thing that architects do is, they spend a

lot of money on engineers as consultants so the actual money they
have left in the business to pay insurance -- their insurance costs
are sometimes running up to 8% of their net gross receipts.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
MS. PELUSO:

What do you think we ought to do about it?

one of .the big problems is the workmen's

compensation cases, the bodily injury cases where workers are entitled to workers' compensation benefits under their employer's
policy and then they sue everyone else on a project.
sue the general contractors, the owner,
all the engineers.

I feel that

you

They would

architects and
workers

compensation

the sole and exclusive remedy, period,

claims; if you don't

have the worker suing, then you have

insurance company sub-

rogating against the insurance company of the architect •••

on a construe-

CHAIRMAN
job sues

CHAIRMAN
now, and

common

MS. PELUSO

on a

whole

his workers

•

on the construction

and the engineers

We

the owners
have,

on

to make workers'

I

sation what

was meant to

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

whatever

-- the

are no segregation
f course

doesn't work

He

so negligently

was

worker.

MS

PELUSO

CHAIRMAN KNOX:
to

regardless of

s

?

MS. PELUSO

I

CHAIRMAN

MS
CHAIRMAN
the
runs over.

's comp

on

MS.
sue~

so

lawsuit -- when
payment to the

plaintiff anyway.

One insurance company

me that of their claims

costs, the total claims dollar,
2~fo

only gets about

and the attorneys are getting

you would be much better off

seems to me

the benefits to

injured party

were increased so that they got a livable wage if they were injured
and they threw out all of the other auxiliary suits anyway.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
MS. PELUSO:

0. K..

Another thing, the statute of limitations, I

believe is now 10 years for latent defects on design areas and this
has the effect on people that try to retire from the business as if
they had to continue to purchase insurance indefinitely, which runs
a great hardship on them, because you have to carry it at least for
10 years and this is to cover all your past acts.
third

par~ies,

And actually

as I understand it, can be brought in at any time.

I think some limitations should be put on that because it is unfair
to the architect.
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Mr. Chairman.

Yes, Mr. McAlister.

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

You are talking about claims-made

insurance?
MS. PELUSO:

Right.

That's the only thing that is avail-

able to architects and engineers.
raise the threshold

Another suggestion is that you

of small claims courts from the current limit

of $750 to $10,000 and $25,000, so that
they get settled faster.

length of claim, that

What I see a lot of is most architects

carry a $5,000 deductible and I see a lot of claims settled for
$5,000 worth of defense costs and then something -- it seems to me
many times it is the legal profession that profits much more than

the person

a

the more money

to

legal pro

and it seems

or

and the

s to the

0

, Mr ..

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

I are lawyers, so

we are very open-minded about that.
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:
-- $

That's quite a

•

, or

$15,000,

one question on that.

I

0

limit up to $10,

5,

claims.
's what I

MS. PELUSO:

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

Well, see, the Municipal Court

jurisdictional limits now are
CHAIRMAN KNOX:
MS. PELUSO:

is.

Seven, I

$10,000.

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

to $10,000?

Is it

Maybe it has gone

up again.
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

are suggesting going

But

higher for small claims than Municipal
MS. PELUSO:

, I thought you were here for some ideas.

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

You are making a point.

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

•

MS. PELUSO:
two people
simple.

You are stimulating.

And

If you have a problem, you have

are

that is relatively

go in and

If

and the other guy

goes in and presents his facts
over.

Many

than that.

We are just •••

decides

, then it is

take three, four or five years and even longer
The simplest little

takes a couple of years to go

through court and all that happens is a legal suit built up and
built up and

up.

I've

a

in Roseville now where a

, and now that the

guy sued for $1,900 in fees, uncollected
county seat -- there is no municipal court
the superior court of
$1,900.

, and

was for

Now, that, to me, should be,

small claims court.

Roseville so it is in

know,

should be in

The whole thing should be in small claims court.

You are wasting a lot of money.
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

You can represent yourself.

Of

course, there is nothing to assure you that the opposition would
have an attorney.
MS. PELUSO:

In small claims court, attorneys are not

allowed.
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

I understand that.

That is the

presumed advantage for one of them.
·MS. PELUSO:

The other big problem are the frivolous law-

suits, are the shotgun suits.

I've got a whole list of claims here

that are ridiculous, in my opinion.

It is like the wrongful enema.

we have a guy hit with bill number one hundred.

You have suits

against architects where they never signed any drawings, there was
never any contract but this lawsuit, if they designed a house that
looked like the guy's next door.
clients before they came here.

I was talking to some of my
one guy told me they incurred

$10,000 of their own defense costs, the insurance company incurred
$39,000 worth of defense costs.

As

judge from the suit, the judge said, the
this lawsuit is irresponsible.

were dismissed by the
of this firm in

That is not exactly true -- doesn't

make you feel well after you have spent $10,000 of your own money.
CHAIRMAN KNOX:

Well, as we said this morning, sometimes

the attorney is afraid not to join all these people for fear that

he will get sued.
MS. PELUSO:

That' s true.

CHAIRMAN KNOX:

O.K.

Thank you very much..

We appreciate

your attendance and I think you have made some thoughtful comments
here.

We have one other witness that is not on the list but we

have just a little bit of time left.
had to leave?

•

All right.

Mr. John Allen.

Is Mr. Jones here?

O.K.

Mr.

Allen

I think we

have had an interesting day and we appreciate everybody's attendance •
Thank you very much.
The meeting is adjourned.

It
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S T A T E ME N T

John T. Knox, Chairman
Joint Committee on Tort Liability
State Building Auditorium, Room 1138
107 South Broadway, Los Angeles
July 11, 1977
Two years ago Californians were briefly denied essential
medical servlces because many doctors felt unable to pay the high
premium costs -- an annual average of over $10,000 per physician -for professional liability insurance.

Now other professionals

attorneys, dentists and accountants -- are faced with similar
skyrocketing insurance premium charges.

I

California attorneys, for

example, were recently told that their malpractice insurance
premlums would be increased over 300%, from about $600 annually
average per attorney to more than $2000.
In response to these escalating insurance costs, the
affected professions have ceased practice, raised their fees,
gone without insurance -- 20% of our doctors are now "bare"
or moved to other states.

These responses, however logical and

understandable for the professions, are not in furtherance of
the pub]_ic interest.

Indeed, the only acceptable solution for
-122-

California to this crisis facing the professions is to

someho~7

assure that liability insurance is both available and affordable.
The purpose of today's hearing is to learn the reasons for
and possible solutions to the problems of exorbitant professional
liability insurance costs.

Our witnesses are mainly representatives

of law and medicine because these professions are facing the most
severe problems and the Legislature has already enacted some laws
intended to redress their problems.

However, we will also hear

from accountants and engineers.
This is the first of a series of hearings to be held by our
Committee on various aspects of the tort liability problem.

On

July 18, we will hear testimony in San Diego on products liability;
and on July 22, we will meet in San Francisco to hear testimony
on insurance company practices.
These and other hearings will form a basis for the inter
recommendations we intend to make for legislation before the nex-t
sesslon of the Legislature.

We are aware that these problems are

complex and politically difficult to resolve.

Accordingly, we ask

witnesses to give primary concern in formulating their proposed
legislative solutions to the public interest, recognizing that th
may not always coincide with a given profession's best interests.

#

#
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STATE~illNT TO
JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON TORT LIABILITY
BY
JAMES E. LUDLAM, SENIOR COUNSEL
TO CALIFORNIA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

JULY 11, 1977 HEARING

My name is James E. Ludlam, and I am a partner in the
Law Firm of Musick, Peeler & Garrett, One Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California 90017.

Having served as the General

Counsel to the California Hospital Association since 1953, I
have recently been assigned the title of Senior Counsel with
responsibility for specified special programs

~ncluding

the

Association's group professional liability insurance program
covering some 450 hospitals in this state and generating some
$135,000,000 annual premiums.

In addition, I served as a mem-

ber of Secretary Richardson's Commission on Medical Professional
Liability from 1971 to 1973 and am presently on the Commission
on Medical Professional Liability created by the American Bar
Association in 1975 .

•

Before discussing the California situation, I would
take this opportunity to summarize some of the conclusions that
the ABA Commission will incorporate in its report to the ABA
at its August, 1977 annual meeting.
It will report that, as of the present time, the malpractice crisis or panic is not at a critical state.

Through a

variety of mechanisms, including provider sponsored companies
(known in the trade as Bedpan Mutuals), Joint Underwriting
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Associations created by State Statute and a revived interest
a

major insurance companies to write the risk

generally available.

i

In a few states there has been an ac

reduction in quoted premiums.

Unfortunately, the cost

surance is being stabilized at an extraordinarily high

1

and cost is a major problem leading to substantial distortions
in the availability of physician care.

s

By and large,

have been able to pass on the additional costs through increased
charges.

In California hospitals the cost of malpractice in-

surance runs from $7 to $12 per patient day.

In some areas

the Middlewest and East the cost is greater.
Apparently, the widespread publicity about the
malpractice problem, as well as the tort reforms adopted by the
legislatures in most states, have led to a reduction

the

frequency of claims nationwide and, for the moment, seemingly
limited the rate of increase of the average cost per claim.
However, the report will point out that there is no
assurance that the costs will stabilize at even the current high
levels.

It is the Commission's gloomy conclusion that the cur-

rent tort reforms may well not be adequate and that we must
the potential of a total revision of our current mechanisms for
compensating individuals for injuries caused by third

s.

The full report will give much valuable background on what
calls innovative alternatives to the present system.
activities of the Commission will

be primarily devoted f

monitoring the results of the legislative tort reforms
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Where the curve goe

future will depend on the California Supreme Court's
the constitutionality of AB lXX as well as what
from

s Committee.
Ultimately, this Committee must determine on

of overall social good, for what injuries there shall
sation and for how much.

The system must be an

with a minimum of duplication and friction costs.
From the viewpoint of hospitals we have a
duty to expand and refine our claims prevention
s regard, hospitals in California have had an out
record, particularly as related to those incidents
der the control of hospital personnel.

Those inc

are physician related are much more difficult to
attack.

There has been a paucity of valid information

to attack.

Fortunately, with the massive study

jointly by the CMA and CHA, entitled "Medical Insurance
lity Study," we believe we will have a much
to approach this problem.

We wish to commend

its courage and foresight in initiating this
its initial major funding.

We are proud of our

their dedicated personnel who, through great
made the study possible.
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When we are further along with our studies, we

share the results with this Committee.
In closing, I wish to commend the legis
larly this Committee, for undertaking
project.

s

For thefirsttime a public group will be

comprehensive look at our tort compensation system
jective of developing a rationalized approach in our
society.
On behalf of the California Hospital Assoc
assure this Committee and its excellent staff of our

s

willingness to fully cooperate in every appropriate manner
Thank you for the privilege of pre
to you.
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STATEMENT TO
JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON TORT LIABILITY
BY
GERALD J. SULLIVAN, PRESIDENT
WALKER, SULLIVAN COMPANY

My name is Gerald J. Sullivan and I am President of Walker, Sullivan

Company which has handled the California Hospital Association Professional
Liability Insurance Program since 1953.

The operation of this Program has

already been described here this morning by Mr. James Ludlam.
As brokers, it is our role to place coverages and generally supervise
the operation of both the primary and excess portions of the CHA Professional
Liability Insurance Program, as well as to perform similar duties for
several other hospital groups and for numerous individual hospitals throughout
the Western United States.

We have also acted in an advisory capacity to a

number of state insurance departments, legislative groups and actuarial
firms in studying various aspects of professional liability.
Mr. Ludlam has already described the general situation here in
California so I will not go back over that ground, but do wish to emphasize
my complete concurrence with the conclusions expressed by Mr. Ludlam.
Rather, I will discuss briefly the present situation in the excess professional liability insurance markets, how they have been affected by the
passage of ABlXX and finally, a few words on one of the specific areas of
ABlXX which is showing exceptional promise.
Primary Professional Liability Insurance has been the area most widely
discussed during the recent malpractice crisis.

However, a number of

Underwriters absolutely crucial to any commercial insurance program are
those who write the upper layers of coverage or \vhat is commonly called
"excess insurance".

\VALKER, SULLIVAN CO.
-143-

To explain a little bit more clearly what I mean by excess insurance
let me provide you with an example.

If an insured requires $500,000 of

insurance limits he may buy a single policy providing that entire amount
or alternatively, he may buy a policy that will cover the first $100,000
of any loss and then buy a second policy that would provide excess limits
in the amount of $400,000 excess of that first $100,000.

When I am

speaking of excess coverage, I am speaking of any amount of limits over
the first layer of coverage provided by the primary insured.
These upper limits can either be written directly with the insureds
themselves or as reinsurance of primary insurers who deal directly with
the ultimate insurance buyer.

In the California Hospital Association

Professional Liability Insurance Program the upper limits are provided
by placing the excess layers directly on behalf of each hospital.
Excess insurance, whether direct or reinsurance, is significant
because it is these Underwriters who bear the brunt of all the
claims and who have born the major brunt of the impact of inflation
generally on claims over the last several years.

Since there are rela-

tively fewer players in the excess market than are normally found in
the primary market, supply and demand coverage problems can be much more
dramatic.

Additionally, since there are fewer losses to the upper

and thus the statistical base is limited, there is typically even less
information available for rating purposes.
The California Hospital Association Professional Liability Insurance Program has purchased its excess layers from Lloyd's of London
with significant support from domestic insurers in recent years under
contracts handled through our office.

These coverages are tailored

specifically to follow the policy form, engineering

-144-

\VALKER,

co.

and claims handling of the primary carrier, the Truck Insurance
Excess rates are directly reflective of the changes in primary rates
with periodic review to make any necessary changes in the relat
between primary and excess pricing as required

current

In the last several years it has been necessary to increase the
for the excess layers at a more rapid rate than for the
a direct reflection of the difference of the

~pact

of inflation

upper versus lower layers of coverage.

•

While excess Underwriters have been getting harder to find over the
last several years, and while price increases have been significant,
realistic measurement of actual experience by the CHA itself, a
tion of extensive claims data, coupled with an excellent amd
working relationship between primary and excess carriers has resulted
the CHA's ability to continue to provide high limits of malpractice
coverage for its members here in California.

Any hospital in

meeting the eligibility requirements of the California

Association

Professional Liability Insurance Program currently has available to it
as much as $20 million of coverage for each occurrence with

I
limits available on an individual hospital basis.

To my

these

sort of professional liability limits are not generally available
else in the United States.
It has been the absence of these higher layers of coverage
has forced many individual hospitals and groups of
parts of the country into forming various and

in

unfortuna~ely

all too

often ill-conceived schemes of self-insurance, captive insurers
other means to deal with the risks surrounding the

tice

Let me hasten to point out that I am in no way opposed to selfinsurance, captive insurers or any of the various other means used to
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SULIJVAN

handle the risks arising from malpractice and other forms of tort liability
as long as these approaches are structured soundly from an engineering,
claims and funding standpoint.

But when all normal sources of malpractice

insurance disappear as has happened in some areas of the country, the insured has little choice but to protect himself.

Fortunately, this has

not happened as respects hospitals here in California.

In this regard

you may be interested in knowing the amount of malpractice insurance
being written here in California.

Exhibit "D" attached is page 52 from

the Underwriter's Report-Statistical Review for 1976.

As can be seen,

this shows approximately 100 insurers writing medical malpractice coverage
in California in 1976.
In no small measure the Legislature's passage of AB1XX has contributed significantly to CHA's ability to maintain realistic excess
c~verage.

When the master excess contracts were being renewed two years

ago AB1XX was in the process of wending its torturous way through the
legislative process.

In June of 1975 I took to London at the beginning

of the renewal process for the 1975/76 contract year a copy of ABlXX
as it had passed the Assembly.

At that point in time Underwriters had

suffered rather severe losses over the recent past and frankly were expressing great reluctance in renewing the contracts at all.
While it was necessary to increase the rates for the layers comprising limits of $900,000 excess of $100,000 by approximately 118
Underwriters did agree to renewal.

This agreement, however, was based

solely on the condition that ABlXX would become law in at least as strong
a posture as it left the Assembly.

Underwriters watched the movement of

ABlXX with keen interest and were briefed immediately when any significant
progress was made or difficulties were encountered.
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Gentlemen, all of us involved in the CHA Professional Liability Insurance
Program breathed a great sigh of relief when Governor Brown finally
signed the Bill into law, for it meant the continuance of the excess
layers for another 12 months
During the renewal of the 19
June of 1976, there was

77 Accident Year, which started in

little new to report on AB1XX.

It had

just become law the previous December, and therefore, hadn't been in
effect long enough to have any impact.

•

However, Underwriters were much

more sanguine for they knew that CHA and the California Legislature
were at least working together to try and accomplish something and we
were able to renew the covers with an overall increase of approximately
12 percent - certainly a dramatic improvement over prior years.
We are now in the renewal process for the 1977/78 Accident Year.

For

the layer of $400,000 excess of $100,000 per occurrence, severity is continuing to increase, while

appears to have leveled off.

For

,000 both frequency and severity are

the layer of $500,000 excess of
increasing at fairly rapid rates.

The

of $4 million excess of $1

million has been penetrated several times in the last year - a significant
deterioration from the previous situation wherein only the infamous Kelly
Niles case had ever even touched this higher layer.

•

far from settled trends the

or

But despite these

increases over the last several

years, coupled with more aggressive handling of claims and significant
efforts to clarify the constitutionality of ABlXX, such as the analysis
recently completed by Ellis J. Horvitz, has again convinced Underwriters
to continue these coverages for an additional 12 months.
While negotiations are far from complete, early indications are that
we will be able to provide hospitals with the first $1 million of limits
(where 93 percent of their premium is spent) at the same rate levels as
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charged htst year.

This will mean then, that over the last two renewals

hospitals in California have been faced with an overall increase in
their malpractice insurance costs of under 15 percent - a far cry from
what is still going on in many parts of the country where much higher
increases in premium costs are still being experienced.
While we are more than aware that the current price levels are a
significant burden on hospitals, the efforts of all parties concerned,
including the CHA, the primary and excess carriers, as well as the
legislative efforts culminating in ABlXX, have resulted in readily
available coverage with a virtual leveling of rates, a record unsurpassed
to my knowledge by any other state in the Union.
But the battle is far from over; inflation continues its inexorable
upward pressure on claim costs, though the frighteningly rapid increases
'in frequency appear to have tamped out, there is continuing upward
pressure on the number of claims being reported and the constitutional
attacks which appear to be brewing on ABIXX could possibly destroy all
gains of the last several years.
It is easy to generate great activity and support during times of
crisis such as malpractice found itself in 18-24 months ago.

But we are

now past that stage and into the nitty-gritty, dirty-fingernail type
day-to-day slogging which is necessary to control this system.

Your

efforts in assuring the support of the principles laid down in ABlXX
and the further tort reform you are considering are urgently needed.
While I nave been speaking almost entirely of the area of malpractice, it must be stressed what we have suffered over the last several
years is only symptomatic of what is occurring in many other areas of
tort liability.

tfuile the most significant problem area is that of

Products Liability, areas such as Attorneys Errors and Omissions,
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Architects Errors and Omissions, Directors and Officers Liability Insurance, all suffer from the same basic problems of an increasing
frequency of claims, an

cost per claim, and most debilitating,
results of a highly inefficient compensation

the negative and
system.

Your efforts must address themselves to all these areas.

As far as the statistics of the CHA Program, I have included in the
prepared report several exhibits which ·has been given to the Committee.

•

Exhibit "A" shows the frequency and severity of reported claims for the

$400,000 excess of $100,000 layer and Exhibit "B" shows the same data
for the $500,000 excess of $500,000 layer.

Exhibit "C" shows the actual

loss development on an incurred basis, based on the latest data we have
available.

Rather than to attempt to burden the Committee with exhaustive

facts and figures, suffice to say that the data clearly demonstrates that
progress over the last two years, the

v7hile we have made
battle is not a$

won.

Next, I would like to discuss

area of ABlXX

one

which is having a very

on the improvement of the overall

claims situation we are facing and that is Structured Settlements.
Prior to ABlX:X, courts and juries were

I

lump sums.

However, in

professional liab

by law to award only

a settlement, the means by which most
cases are

of, the defendant and plaintiff

can enter into any sort of a contractual
parties.

Therefore, as a s

acceptable to both
some of the sting out of

to start

the ever-increasingly large settlements, the
a means of disposing of cases

Ct~

suggested that we develop

more realistic use of the concept

of present value could be utilized.

This search was spurred greatly by

in 1975.
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Through a great deal of trial and error the mechanics and procedures
and the necessary markets were eventually developed whereby structured
settlements are now used quite extensively in many areas of tort liability
where significant bodily injury, coupled with continuing medical care are
present.
The use of this system results in claimants usually getting their
compensation more rapidly, the monies available to them are structured in
such a manner as to meet their specific needs, the funds are paid out over
time protecting claimants from unscrupulous and unwise use of monies - a
significant advantage where minors or incompetents are involved-and finally,
the income available to claimants is guaranteed forlife.

All these steps

result in more monies actually getting to the claimant.
At the same time through the intelligent use of the concept of the
present value of the dollar, the casualty company, and ultimately the
premium payer, _gets better mileage out of their dollars.

Finally, the

plaintiff attorney gets paid either in the traditional lump sum manner or
can benefit from certain tax advantages by taking his fee over a period
of time.

Thus under this system, virtually everybody is better off.

Prior to ABlXX many of those involved fought the use of this concept
because it was not usable by the courts.

Since the advent of ABlXX this

argument has disappeared, even though to my knowledge no court has actual
used this particular aspect of the law.
Since the development of this procedure several years ago our office
has settled over 300 cases using this concept with savings to the
companies, on whose behalf these settlements were made, averaging 35 to
40 percent of the estimated lump sum cost of these cases.
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At the same time, claimants are benefiting from all the advantages
outlined above.

Of all the elements which the Legislature wisely in-

corporated into AB1XX, this particular area has probably been the most
exhaustively researched and most effectively utilized and has resulted
in the greatest reduction in malpractice costs to date.
claimed that AB1XX

Some have

has been totally ineffective to date, however, the

results evidenced by the use of the structured settlement process strongly
indicate that AB1XX has in fact been effective and that more diligent use
of additional aspects of that law, such as Collateral Source, can even
further reduce the cost pressure on the professional liability system
while continuing to assure that injured parties are properly and adequately
compensated.
As the concept of structured settlements is relatively new, it seems
advisable to explain in some detail how the procedure works.
When a personal injury or wrongful death case goes to trial, the
news media often publicize the verdict of the

jury -- particularly when

the plaintiff is awarded an enormous sum of money.

Consequently, the

public believes that nearly all cases are handled this way.

As you know,

however, most personal injury cases are resolved out of court.
Traditionally, the insurance industry has settled cases by compensating
the claimant with a lump sum of money.

Now structured settlements are

available as an alternative to resolve these cases.

To become familiar

with this new approach, let's consider two actual cases.
the two cases are quite similar.
and the other age 17.

In some ways

Both involved young boys -- one age 16

One boy was involved in an auto accident; the other

sustained injuries that involved a football helmet.

Both became quadri-

plegics as a result of their accidents.
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In these two cases, there was substantial exposure for the casualty
companies.

In both cases, aggressive and creative claims handling and

rehabilitation minimized damages.

The one involving the auto accident

was settled just prior to trial with a lump sum of $1 million.

From this

amount the boy received $750,000.
A short time later, he joined a small religious sect.

In return for

a promise of lifetime care, he donated all of his money to them.
month later, they expelled him.

One

Now, without finances or an income to

support himelf, he is suing to get his money back.
The other case -- the one involving the football helmet -- was concluded prior to serious trial presentation with a structured settlement.
Over his lifetime, this boy can expect to receive benefits totaling
$1,450,000.
The boy received cash reserves for deposit in his bank.
A new house was provided.
The boy was given a monthly income for life amounting
to $10,000 annually to start plus a 3 percent increase
each year.
The plaintiff attorney's fee was paid.
The total cost for this structured settlement was $450,000.
The two cases were resolved out of court -- one with a lump sum,
the other with a structured settlement.

As mentioned earlier, most cases

arc resolved through negotiated settlement because of the advantages to
the individuals concerned.
when it goes to court.
trial

Both parties lose some control over the ease

Other f3ctors are the time and expense of a court
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Let's assume now that we have a case in which the casualty company
and the plaintiff attorney agree to negotiate a settlement.

One of the

first things to work out is the amount of benefits to be provided, whether
with a lump sum or structured settlement.

Generally, a lump sum is intended

to compensate for past, present, and future damages resulting from the
accident.
closed.

Once the defendant has paid the amount agreed upon, the case is
Lump sum payments have been criticized because they require

speculation as to the injured party's life span, future medical expenses,
income loss, and pain and suffering.

Because of speculation, there is a

good chance the compensation won 1 t be equitable.
For this reason, structured settlements are a useful alternative to
lump sum payments.

They eliminate much of the speculation since they

normally include a guaranteed income for the injured party.

As we saw

in the case we examined, a structured settlement includes periodic payments
as well as up-front money.

In other words the compensation is divided

into two parts:
The first part is the up-front money paid when the case
is settled.

This usually covers medical costs already

incurred, lost wages, legal fees, and any other special

•

needs.
The other part of the compensation is the periodic
payments -- usually monthly annuity payments.

They are

normally provided for the life of the injured party.
Structured settlements are extremely flexible.
can be funded in many different ways.

The periodic payments

Provisions can be made for them to

increase or decrease by specified amounts on designated dates or upon
certain contingencies.

Up-front money or deferred money can be allocated
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to cover many kinds of losses and eventualities, such as death benefits
and college expenses for dependents.
Although structured settlements eliminate a lot of the guess work in
calculating equitable compensation, they are not a panacea.

They are not

practical for every case of personal injury or wrongful death.
are particularly useful under the right circumstances.

But they

Let's discuss

some of them.
Structured settlements are most often used on cases that have a
settlement value of $100,000 or more.
on even smaller cases.

Structured

However, they have been successful
settlements often are used when the

injured party has identifiable and long-term needs.

Typically, they are

used on cases involving permanent injuries or continuing need for medical
attention.

They are often used when future earnings of the injured party

have been diminished because of debilitation.
The casualty company can realize substantial savings with a structured
settlement if, for any reason, a claimant is not expected to live a normal
life span.

This results from funding the monthly payments based on actual

life expectancy as opposed to normal life expectancy.

When the injured

party is a minor or incompetent, structured settlements are especially
practical.

Whenever the court has reason to be concerned about protecting

the injured party's future finances, structured settlements are attractive.
Wrongful death cases are often excellent candidates for structured
settlement.

With these cases, the payments generally consitute a guaranteed

income for the surviving spouse;

in addition, deferred payments to cover

various contingencies, such as college expenses of any children.
that involve several co-defendants are also good candidates.

Cases

Negotiating

a structured settlement tends to focus the attention of the co-defendants
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on the needs of the plaintiff.

When the plaintiff's needs are understood

and agreed upon, the co-defendants are more likely to cooperate to meet
those needs.

Most important, when all co-defendants are united in their

approach, the case can usually be resolved at less cost to all of them,
while fully meeting the claimant's needs.
We have examined some of the situations in which structured settlements
apply.

•

The approach works because there are specific benefits for each of

the parties involved

the casualty company, the defense attorney, the

plaintiff attorney, the judge, and of course, the claimant.

Let's

c~nsider

the advantages to each of them, beginning with the insurance carrier.
A structured settlement usually costs far less than a lump sum payment.
Our experience indicates that a 20 to 40 percent savings is not unusual.
Furthermore, the settlement can be structured so that unexpended funds are
returned to the casualty company if the plaintiff dies prematurely.
The defense attorney also is likely to benefit from a structured settlement.

Of utmost importance to him, structured settlements solve the problem

of his client -- the casualty company.
settlements generally cost less.

Cases resolved with structured

Also, the defense attorney can steer the

negotiations into a discussion of the plaintiff's needs,

I

This is far more

productive than participating in a battle of who can outbid or outshout the
other.
Plaintiff attorneys also benefit in several ways.

By negotiating a

structured settlement, the plaintiff attorney can be assured that his
client will receive a guaranteed income for life.
a form that his client is competent to manage.
vulnerable to unscrupulous hands or squandering.

The income will be in

The payments \vill not be
Also, when arranged

correctly, they probnbly \vill have significant tax advantages for his
client.
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The plaintiff attorney may also benefit from a choice in how his
fee is paid.

It can be paid in a lump sum or with periodic installments

over a number of years.

Significant tax advantages for the plaintiff

attorney are possible when the fee is paid out over time.

Another

important advantage to the plaintiff attorney is that he can present a
structured settlement to his client as a creative and meaningful solution.
Judges often favor structured settlements because the approach is
equitable.

For a lump sum payment to be approved by the court, it is

usually necessary to estimate how much money the plaintiff needs at present
to support him the rest of his life.
span accurately.

And there is no way to predict life

If the plaintiff lives longer than expected and the

lump sum funds run out, he could become a ward of the state and a burden
to taxpayers.

If he lives shorter than expected, his heirs could receive

an unj_ntentional ,.Jindfall.

The heirs' needs are most equitably met by the

use of death benefits or up-front monies.

However, a settlement can be

structured to provide an equitable income that meets the needs of the
plaintiff regardless of his life span.
The judge may favor the security of a structured settlement because
it provides the injured party with a guaranteed income for life.

This

is particularly attractive when the claimant is a minor or incompetent
and there is concern about his receiving adequate care.

Structured

settlements match benefits to the needs of the individual and reduce the
potential for mismanaging finances.

The judge often favors a structured

settlement because it expedites the case.

It saves valuable court time

and costs.
Of most importance in the consideration of structured settlements is
their consequence on the claimant.

A guaranteed stream of income is pro-

vided to the claimant as long as he needs it.
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Structured settlements are an extremely flexible tool.
need or contingency can be provided for.

Almost any

As an example, the increasing

cost of living can be offset with payments that increase over time.
periodic payments, if structured correctly,

a~e

The

not subject to income tax.

However, if the plaintiff were awarded a lump sum that he subsequently
invested to yield an income, that income would be taxable even though the
lump sum would not be .

•

As previously mentioned, the claimant also is compensated with
immediate cash for current needs.

This may include out-of-pocket expen-

ditures for medical care, workers' compensation leins, and other needs that
are a result of the accident.

As a practical matter, the claimant usually

receives some cash in hand as part of the up-front money.

Each step in

the process of arranging one of these settlements can be blocked by obstacles.
But these obstacles can be overcome with proper direction.

The following

obstacles will have to be overcome as the case proceeds.
When a case has been identified as a likely candidate for a structured

•

settlement, the structured settlement specialist must be able to provide and
adapt periodic

pa;~ent

schedules -- often in a very short time.

there are only two or three hours available.

Sometimes

To calculate the cost of a

payment plan, the specifics of the case must be know.

Access is needed

to medical and actuarial experts who can evaluate the prognosis and the
needs of the injured party.

With a week to ten days of preparation, the

defense team should be ready to negotiate and adapt to almost anything the
claimant requires.
The most important and difficult task for the specialist is to convince all the parties in the negotiation that a structured settlement is
to their advantage.

The plaintiff attorney, the defense attorney, and the
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judge involved in the case are likely to be opposed at first unless they
have had previous experience with this type of settlement.

The specialist

must be able to shown them that their apprehensions are probably based on
misconceptions.

Specifically, he must demonstrate that a structured settle-

ment can be tailored to meet the needs of the plaintiff.

In addition, he

must satisfy the plaintiff attorney that the legal fees and the form in
which they are paid will be acceptable.

Even if the parties involved in

the case are willing to accept a structured settlement in concept, the
details of the first offer are always rejected.

Some things will need to

be changed, added, or deleted.
Because the plaintiff attorney is likely to request certain types of
payment plans, the specialist has to be thoroughly familiar with all of
them.

During the negotiations, he has to calcualte the cost

of all

kinds·of income plans on the spot in order to keep the negotiations going.
Similarly, he must have a thorough knowledge of the wide range of benefits
that can be offered.
settlement.

This enables him to secure agreement on a structured

The specialist must act as a neutral entity to all parties.

An offer proposed by a neutral entity is more likely to be accepted than
if proposed by an adversary.
Advance payments for the treatment of the injured party at a rehabilitaion center can be an important component of a structured settlement.

The

primary candidates for rehabilitation are people who have sustained spinal
cord injury, brain damage, amputation, and severe burns.
Treatment at a rehabiliation center is designed to deal \vith several
aspects of the disability including physical, psychological, financial and
vocational.

There are t\..ro purposes for rehabilitation:

to allow the indi-

vidual to function at maximum capacity within the confines of the disability,
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and to reduce, over the long run, the expenditures required to maintain
the injured party.
The emphasize the extreme importance of rehabilitation, let's review
a recent case.
car accident.

A designer of go-kart engines was involved in a racing
He suffered spinal cord injury and brain damage.

paralyzed from the upper lip down.

Bedridden with a tube for breathing

and a tube for feeding, he couldn't speak or swallow.
vision in one eye.

He was

Doctors gave up on him.

He also had double

He was religated to a nursing

home for life.
After two and one-half months in the nursing home, the casualty company
involved in the case arranged for him to receive treatment at a rehabilitation
center.
swallow.

An operation was performed on his throat so that he could speak and
Another operation was performed to rid him of the double vision.

With intense physical therapy, the use of his musculature began to return.
He also received-occupational therapy.

After six and one-half months at the

rehabilitation center, he was functioning totally -- walking, speaking and

•

eating.

Now he is back racing cars and building go-kart engines •

Providing paid rehabilitation sets the stage for continuing support
and it is likely to increase the effectiveness of a structured settlement.
Rehabilitation is used as a matter of course on workers' compensation cases.
We strongly urge that it be considered as a tool for liability cases.

By

competent case management, the real needs of the injured party become known
and therefore realistically and effectively corrected or compensated.
This technique has evolved as a natural corallary to structured settlements.
In summary then, you can see excess malpractice insurance for hospitals
is readily available here in California thanks in no small measure to ABlXX.
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Additionally, as you can see, ABlXX has already begun to have some impact
on the cost of large cases.

Progress is being made, but your further

assistance in providing additional tort reform is necessary.

I can assure

you that CHA and the entire team involved in handling their Professional
Liability Program, will continue to do averything they can to hold this
problem in check -- but they cannot do it alone.

Your help in swiftly

concluding your deliberations and thus being in a position to support the
reforms already accomplished and providing additional tort reform is urgently
needed.
I'd like to thank you for this opportunity to address you this morning,
and would like to further indicate that I would be happy to provide
whatever additional detail and backup information you may require.

GJS:cah
7-9-77
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EXHIBIT C

lNCURRED IDSSES $400,000 EXESS $100,000 AS OF MAY 31, 1977
a::.u::TAAC'l'

YE'AR

1967/8

END OF
1st YR
$100,000

3rd

~

$ 90,000

$430,000

$685,000

-1968/9

6th

7th

8th

9th

lOth

$1,125,000

$1,075,000

$1,158,750

$1,396,250

$1,926,250

$2,211,250

$2,242,418

$2,177,418

$2,187,418

$2,527,418

-

I

NIL

5th

4th

$655,000

$765,000

$1,662,500

$1,892,418

---1969/70
l)

0

tfiL

$375,000

$970,000

$2,205,140

$3,660,130

$3,689,500

$4,092,020

NIL

$580,000

$1,447,610

$2,859,022

$3,511,322

$3,243,332

$3,988,332

1970/71

-

1971/72

NIL

$420,000

$1,434,000

$2,325,250

$2,182.215

$1,747,500

$4,282,500

-

$5,122,500

$5,946,359

$6,741,529

$8,481,528

1972/73

NIL

-

1973/74

NIL

$4,337,020

---

-

..J

$3,431,529

-

-

1974/75

$ 10,000 $1,495,000

1975/76

$600,000

1976/77

$350,000

$5,265,000

$4,205,667

$1,867,215

California Medical Malpractice Business, 1976

,f2&111

0\RECT
PREI'I\1»'15
WIUTTEM

COI'\PAHY

D!HCl
PII:EMIUM'i
EARNED

OIVIOEHOS
PAlO TO
POLICYt!OLOEkS

0\RECT
LOSSES
PAID

DIRECT
LOSSES
\NClJI.REO

ou:n:cT
Pfi.(I"I11W.
COMPAHV

PII.(I"IIUI'I~

f>/1..10 10

01REC1
LO'.',[S

OJI(ITTEN

EARNED

POLlCYHOLOEii.S

rAID

3,146,485

I ,792.,6!!

I ,419

2,325

OIVID£HHS

O!RECT

STOCK COttPANI£S
Aetna

Ca~ual

A\lstau

ty

&

Surety

ln~urance

American Economy

Cornpany

lnsurane~

Marl can Employers

1

Cotnpany

Insurance Company

$ 2,5~.166

$ 2,290,350

19,066

l,l7l

$-

$ 1,335,558

$ I ,792,066
Hew Hampsh Ira

ln~urance

Company

401

l7l

Korth River Insurance COII'pany

1,!67

I ,621

62

454

Northbrook !Murance Company

},&04

7,548

IS7

130 •

Northero As .. urance Co,

100,000

92

(4,SOO)

,of America

Nortnwestern National \nsuraoce Co,
Ohio Casualty Insurance Comp&ny
Pacific

Atner!ean 1'\otorists' Insurance

(6)

COI'!Ip<~:ny

Am.eriean Reln'!.ursnce Company
1\inerica.n States Insurance COMpany
Appalachian Insurance Company

74,110

59,558,284

S9.SS8,Z84

4,896,861

5.201,081

6,030

4,333

)OO,OCO

163,999

134,950

191 '779

296,1)66

l?e,;:o

293

42)

SAF'ECO Insurance Co. of hrlerica

12,731

4,449

St. Paul Mercury Insurance Co,

17,519

47,218

2,096,383

2,045,918

1,323,755

983,179

115,500

23,111
106,506

111,717

360

111

855,812

644,854

17], IOO

{2,791,276)
158,255
212

80,103

203,838

(12,403)

Continental Insurance COI'!lpany

193,898

210,380

8,12:3

96, 7ll

Employer'i' Re insCJrance Corporation

26,379

16,146

lns"rar,ce C.:y;pal'ly

2,825

1 ,]64

829,952

900,497

C.:.5.J»l ty Co. of Me-." York.
G.Jaranty Underwritets

Flr.,-,an's fund ln'iurance Co.
Foremo!i t Insurance COf:\pany
forum ln'iur.anee COMpany
Fremont

ln~nlty

Company

Fire

&

Life Assuranct!!

Gt!!neral lnsura!'K:e Co, of America
Glaeler General A<;surance Co.
Glens falls Insurance Company
Globe tnGf:fl'ni ty Company

(1,290)

26,340

185,591J

190

190

4,864,357

26,250

1 ,464,934

904,209

1,263,450

45,52S

6'76,280

5,46S

S,465

2,235,224

1,!96,302

(S4,692)

\1,198,689

Reserve Insurance Company
Royal Globe Insurance Company
Royal Jndennity Company

Security Insurance Co. of Hartford

Standard Fire Insurance Company
Tokio Marine & Fire Insurance Co., Ltd,

Transportation \nsur..,nce Co.
Travelers lnde!:lnlty Company

72
69.ll4

&

I ndett1n 1ty Company

281

3S,247

(60)

(9,224)

(42,572)

(19,364)

(IS)

(1,015)

735,579

733,092

666,422

8,650,884

236,1'16

{1,682,180)

203
\ '105,280

57.317

61 ,JOO

16,684,195

17,180,695

2,000

3,500
536,6313

I

,40},422

3,965

5,593

32,525

28,353

2,695

3,748

249.999

612,757

537,302

200,7SD

1.974

1,761

2,641

9,885

&

Surety Company

Western Fl re Insurance Company

30,312
1,699

25,353

(2,00C)

In~.

Co.

24,228,373

87,67'),824

3. 740,238

740,792

Central Mutual Insurance C01npany

2SS

422

Liberty Mutual !nsur<.1nce C'Y'!puny

16,990

12,925

78,C02

285.814

616,460

575,834

65.317

235,267

15,665,239

12,290,359

35.988

&, 162

145

Lumbermen 1 s Mutual Casualty Co.

H<ltion<~l

Chiropractic I'ILJtual Ins. Co.

Norcal Mutual CC>Mpany

S60

ln'>Jfance Coo•p.1ny

463

1,051,873

\.328

17,194

Kotne I ndcmni ty Ccw'> any

Industrial

IS

Stock Totals

259

Hawallan In;. & Guaranty Co., Ltd.

lndustrl.1\ lndelllfllty CQ<'1pany

14

889,660

18,878

Hartford Fire !nsurar'Ce Coo·'pur>y

115,168

U.S. Fidel lty & Guaranty Company

American Mutual Liability

Hartford Ace i dent

(979)

107,919

United Pa<;iflc Insurance Company

Vlgi \ant Insurance Company

8,177.551

(5£8)
(2,011,1

Select Insurance COI'Ipany

Western Casualty
2,000

lo3 ,311 ,21 i

15,622:

U. S. Fire Insurance Company

(12)

2,467,51 i

21

Transamer i can Insurance Company

6,000

5,197,258

(138)

Planet Insurance Company
Rei iance Insurance Company

(I)

2,832

&

2,J9')

Phoenl"' Insurance Con"pany

186

&

5,789,357

36,809

1,813

143,003

F'iJel ity

5,546,537

33,926

33

369

Fidelity

7,752,150

4SI

143,003

~ed~ral

)!,B36

416

Continental Casualty Company

Corrmerdal Union Insurance Company

18,019

Phoeni)( Assurance Company

CNA Casualty of California

Chicago lnsur3nce Company

!3,226

848

1,500

Charter 0.11k Insurance Company

2,535
4,914

1,759

&oston O'? Colony

Calvert Fire Insurance Company

Insurance. Co.

P,u:lflc Indemnity CompMy

(483,784)

88S

Atlantic Insurance Company
Bellefonte Insurance Company

&nployf!r~'

1,727
{1,129)

\3&,365

sos ,339

WAUSAU

138,613

6,523

J.oS0,308

138,039

!

,146,882

5,3G9,212.

12,056

61,876

8,356
8,8n4

9,')<;8

12,885,708

Doctor~'

J.o,4oo,6os

4,314, 792

81,L<)S

Med;;::~l

6,70'),421

6.507,133

17,&'11

252,tt35

163,;Hl4

9,577,270

1,730,&86

C0r'•pany, An Interinsurance
E><c!)an'de
ln'>urJnc~ E><chan')e

3tl,210

8,41}

1,000

148,2.!'<

7 .1J-)

16,298,800

6o,Ol0

JSS
390,2\7

(144)

(7,3971

61

81

-164-

IJlo,Gl).,(h)l

12J,,06i ,)14

\()•).4')'),819

109,369,8\11

l ,blo},t\<)]

41, '' ,hi.'
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TORT REFORM AND ITS IMPACT ON PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY LITIGATION
SAMUEL SHORE
PRESIDENT, LOS ANGELES TRIAL LAWYERS ASSOCIATION

As President of the Los Angeles Trial Lawyers Association,
I would like to point out that trial lawyers are always interested
in improvement of our system of justice in a constructive manner,
intended to make it more efficient, less expensive, or more just .

•

This is consistent with the definition of "reform" which is
defined as means of improvement, correction or restoration to
purity or excellence.

(Merriam-Webster's Third New International

Dictionary} •
As representatives of the consuming public, however, and
as proponents of the principles of our system of justice as
guaranteed or protected by the concepts in the Constitution
of the State of California and of the United States, the Los

•

Angeles Trial Lawyers oppose measures which
deprive the con;··
suming public of it's rights, destroy the concept of equal
protection under the law for all persons as set forth in

•

Article I of the Constitution of the State of California, and
insist on a concept of fair play and justice as guaranteed
by the due process provisions of the same Article of our own
Constitution.
To date, each of the proposals, largely originating
with special interest groups, such as the California Medical
Association, to the Legislature for enactment, are destructive
of the entire concept of equal protections under our law for

-166-

all members of the public, including doctors and lawyers, as
well as the due process principle that is paramount in the
philosophy of our system of justice.

The proposals to date

seem to be directed toward the concept of establishing protected and privileged classes within our society.
vil~ges

The pri-

and immunizations would protect members of specific

professional groups from accountability, to the pr·ejudice
of the rights of specific limited individuals among our consumers who have been seriously injured, incapacitated or caused
to die, with resulting substantial hardship and loss to them or
their loved ones.

Privilege and immunity as an endowment of a

special class or classes, as an acceptable social philosophy
died with Charlemagne.

The destruction of the rights and pro-

tections of members of society singled out to suffer at the
hands of others, without fair compensation and right of redress
in a court of law under due process principles was unheard of
in the English Common Law and was, in fact, specifically prevented by the protections of the Constitution of the United
States, as well as the State of California, at the time of
their adoption.
Every imaginable effort has been made by the insurance
industry, who collects greater and greater premiums for protection of their insureds within these professions groupls,
to avoid doing the very thing for which they collect their
ever-increasing profits.

Yes, the profits of the insurance

industry from professional liability coverage have continued

as one would expect to remain high in spite of their outcry
of losing money and unprofitable markets.

In the May

sue

of the Journal of Insurance a summary of all of the insurance
companies in the State of California, their profits, their
payouts, and their accumulated premiums are provided.

I do

not subscribe to this Journal, nor am I a recipient of it as
one of their favored persons.

•

I therefore was only able to

glance at it and only for a brief period.

Where else can

one find 50% profits reported by an industry in fields
wherein they claim to be losing money and asking special
protections from the Legislature while esclating beyond
the realm of reason extortionistic premiums for coverage
which is. considered essential for the conscientious responsible profession rendering services?

I urge a review

of those figures by an accountant who will be able to
clearly establish from those figures the
reported by each of the companies.

~rofit

In this fash

margins
,

s

body would be in the position to make responsible recommendations to the Legislature for reform designed to protect the interests of the consuming public, members of the
various professions, and at the same time evaluate the
sincerity of needs claimed by the insurance industry
"to stay in business."
I submit that a business, protected by law, engaged
in legalized gambling, such as the insurance industry, should
not be permitted to exploit its advantages and operate a system

-168-

or piracy.

Las Vegas does not permit it's licensed gambling

establishments to operate with crooked dice, change the odds
in favor of the house, or to conceal the operating business
figures and profits as our Legislature has permitted the
insurance companies claiming to be losing money while providing
insurance to a captive audience of professional people who are
conscientio~s

enough to want to have insurance coverage to

protect the consumer as well as themselves. "Skimming" is nat
permitted in Las Vegas nor should it be permitted in California.
Indeed, if all of the facts were known by the Legislature,
and it was proven that insurance companies were unable to provide
the kind of protection which the ever-increasing premiums are
supposed to produce, without a reasonable profit, then perhaps

,

as a measure of protection to the public and for the common
that kind of insurance should be provided by some other source,
a State operated fund which would be under the scrutiny of
Legislature and all other interested parties.

It

1

that disasters can occur as the result of human failings
among professional people, doctors, dentists, architects,
engineers, and lawyers alike, are essential in our society
the rights of the consumer, the injured individual, as we
those charged with the responsibilities for such

as

es, should

be paramount.
No single group of professions or otherwise identifiable
members of our society should be immunized against charges by
injured members of the consuming public of malpractice.

-169-

People

as
as a
pro

s

To

not "
Cons
to
i

seen
Even
1

no
ce

•
accounts
and
contracts

The establishment of fee scheduled that make greater rewards
for attorneys more profitable with less effort because it will
benefit the insurance industry with lesser rewards for greater
efforts performed for legal services as means of punishment for
making more adequate recovery are unfair and unjust to the
injured party as well as the attorney striving for excellence.
That kind of a reform is another extortion plan intended to
enrich the insurance industry, and to encourage poor showing
on behalf of the legal profession.
constitutional.

It is neither fair, nor

It is a program of theft from the injured

calculated to enrich the industry that already owns half
of our country.

As a matter of public policy, members of

the-Legislature who undertook the same oath of office with
regards to preservation and protection of the Constitution
that members of the Trial Bar and judges and, yes, the
Governor, should be aware of the definition of the term
"reform" before attempting to undertake "tort reform" and
should keep in mind principles stated by the Constitution,
but more importantly, the spirit of the Constitution as they
attempt to strive toward improvement, correction, and
restoration to purity or excellence.
We in Los Angeles County are daily aware of court
congestion as a major problem.

The rights of litigants are

long delayed, in a County which grows in population, and
social complexity.

A backlog of some 53,000 cases needing

judicial manpower to unplug it, causes a 36-month delay in
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with

tort

An

access

to

•
pres
f

an

in this great State that all citizens have free and open
access to the legal system.

Rapid and fair hearing of

criminal cases as well as civil cases should be made
available.
The cost of our system of justice wherein an injured
or damaged plaintiff is able to have access to the courthouse
for the resolution of the justice of his claim for damages
and awarding of adequate compensation is fair to both the
injured party as well as the responsible wrong-doer.
Numerous claims have been made that one of the problems
involved in professional liability suits is the filing of
the frivolous lawsuit.

In the days when professional liability

suits were never won, arguably all of those suits were classified
as frivolous.
industry.

The frivolity was on the side of the insurance

The lame, the dismembered and the survivors of the

dead were not frivolous.

It is a tribute'to the Trial Bar

and the concentrated program of self-improvement by continuing
education among lawyers,the impossible burdens were to some
extent overcome so that in the occasional outrageous case,
justice was achieved.

The battle cry of the opposition forces

continues to call frivolous lawsuits one of their major concerns
requring tort reform.
The so-called frivolous lawsuits are sometimes filed
by conscientious, but naive and uninformed members of the Bar.
Rarely, if ever, do they result in economic success in the court
room for the plaintiff or lawyer.

On the other hand, those instance

of success that have achieved
was done, were usual

only because justice

the

a

by a competent, trained and experienced

case handled
who has applied

himself and learned all of the essentials necessary to prove
his case, complex, technical, and sometime extremely so.
The day of specialization in the law is soon upon us.
When specialization and recognition of the principle of
specialization in professional liability litigation comes
accepted, much like specialization in medical and dental
professions, the number of "frivolous" cases will hopefully
diminish.

When that objective is achieved, however, frivolous

cases are no longer component of the 80% medical malpractice
litigation trials that are lost by the plaintiff, indeed,
there may be a complete reversal of those statistics, no
power in California will make the insurance remain in the
field of professional libai

ty, if the

~egislature

now

continues to pamper it by responding to the hysterical
complaints intended only to produce greater profits, by

•

immunizing the wrong-doer

penalizing the innocent

victim.
I urge you to evaluate the reforms that you consider
and recommend in the tort system.
standpoint of basic concepts of
well as the wrong-doer.

A

Evaluate them from the
s to the injured as
doctor, held responsible
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to the extent of "making his victim whole" should not be
unjustly penalized threatening his
negligence.

an act of mere

A single act of negligence may

an injury

to be compensated to the extent of $2,000.00.

The degree of

culpability is not measured by the damages suffered.

The

same act of negligence may result in injures bringing about
an adequate award of $150,000.00.

Other than his financial

responsibility to his victim, such a doctor should not be
more penalized simply because his victim became more impaired.
Penalties should be limited to circumstances of chronically
repeating negligent conduct, or gross negligence.

The dollar

amount of such damages is not a measure and should not be
equated with gross conduct in abridgement of the proprietary
right to practice his profession, but more importantly applies
a degree of hardship in the practice of a learned and honored
profession which makes difficult decisions sometimes impossible.
Doctors, like lawyers, are entitled to equal protection under
the law.

Both are entitled to due process .
. Constitution (is) intended to endure for ages

"This

to come and, consequently, to be adapted to the various crises
of human affairs."
Marylan)).

(Chief Justice

The traditional tort

r'larshall ( 1819) McCulloch v.
tern beginning with the English

Common Law is a mechanism for resolving conflicts involving
monetary claims of liability, and ass
those claims.

responsibility for

Through centuries of development the tort system

-17 -

has become a vary effective means of handling often very complicated
disputes, thereby avoiding violence
upon fault.

alleviating hardship based

The tort system re-enforces our social code of

responsibility for our actions.

Although there is room for

considerable improvement, the reforms which the system need
are not achieved by the proposals by a variety of interest

•

groups who seek to exempt themselves from its scope.

Tort

reform is not a means of shifting the burden of responsibility
to the injured party, taxpayer, or those not responsible for
the harm caused.

Accountability for negligence and wrongdoing

must continue to saturate our law otherwise the rule of law will
foster irresponsibility and careless disregard for the rights
of the innocent individual .

•
•
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Association
on Tort Liability
s

before the

The California Medical As

ed to comment before the Joint

is

Legislative Committee on Tort

My name is Nicholas P. Krikes, M.D.

I am a Family Practitioner from San Bernardino

California Medical Association,

•

President-Elect of the

professional organization representing the

vast majority of the privately practicing physicians in this State.
As I am sure you are well aware, the CMA has been deeply involved for the past
few years in what has been known as

11

professional liability crisis.

11

Actually,

physicians in California have been actively seeking solutions to this problem for more
than a decade.

Experience has taught us one thing --there are no easy answers to the

problems of tort liability, either with regard to medicine or any other segment of our
We commend the Legis

e

the full range of tort liability, for the
of a larger affliction

this Joint Committee to investigate
of medical liability are only a part

roots are deep and widespread throughout our entire

society.
rlying this crisis:

There are some fundamental

•

The increase in

s is phenomenaL

In part, this is

Costs and claims
as a

due to greater emphasis on

of resolving

social problems.

•

The present system of res

is expensive and inefficient .

Of the
little as 20 percent

insurance premiums, as
gets to the injured parties.
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societ~

•

The present system is capricious with regard to compensation ..
One individual may be more than amply compensated,while another

Our system is inordinately slow.

Personal injury cases

often take months and sometimes even years before an injured party
receives compensation.
e

The expansion of certain legal doctrines, mainly through case law,
has broadened the scope of tort liability immeasurably, adding
a factor of uncertainty in companies 1 ability to insure against risk.

e

Many commercial insurance companies' reserves were disastrously
affected by stock market plunges in 1973 and 1974.

This has resulted in

even greater increases in premiums --which does not necessarily
reflect increased losses in the risks they are insuring against.

Further,

.

insurance companies 1 records have not clearly reflected their actual
experience in any casualty liability lines.
In addition, with reference to medical liability, we believe that there are a
number of special factors contributing to the increased cost:

•

The growing

complexity of modern medicine, coupled with the

increased availability of care,

creates a greater risk of untoward

results.
•

Media coverage of medical advances describing care and technology
not even known 10 or 15 years ago, in conjunction with
medical entertainment television programming, has fostered
unrealistic expectations of success for all treatments.

-179-

Often,

complexities·

patients appear to

to

and difficulties of

less than hoped for

•

re

s

The doctor-patient

.u""u""'"'"" dramatically in recent

the effects of

years, because ofincreased

financed medical care,

urbanization, patient

and the public's attitude that any untoward results should be
compensated.
In the past five years in California, the rise

number and size

has produced tremendous increases in physicians 1 liability insurance premiums --an
average of over 600o/o since 1972.

•.......... ~ are felt by patients in their

These

doctors 1 fees, in health insurance costs
a ne

The tort liability crisis

•

medical care.

cost of medical care generally.
on

defensive medicine is

practice to avert the threat of possible
may

r

ever

indicated but which are car
professional liability.

This negative
care

sent threat of suit for
to the

However,

and that is the choice by

the availability

only marginally medically

Such

costs of medical care.

practices.

rnative of medical

to

Defensive medicine

the conducting of tests or

cost and availability

to defensive medicine,

re is also a

s or types of

icians not to unde

ive

greater effect on

most

in

served areas.

0-

or

r already under-

For the past ten years, CMA has aggressively sought to reform the liability
system.

Unfortunately, it took a major cris

achieving any of its long standing goals.

to

Association close to
lxx, hailed by many as

Ass

one of the most progressive pieces of tort reform legislation passed in America
to date, fulfills some of the objectives sought

CMA.

However, even with these

reforms, California doctors still pay the highest professional liability premiums
in the country and the number of claims and amount of awards continues to be
far above the national average.

Despite the passage of this legislation, insurance

companies have continued to raise premiums.

Only when the reforms embodied in

the 1975 Medical Injury Compensation Reform Act are constitutionally confirmed
will they lower costs for doctors and their patients.

The California Medical

Association is pleased that the question of the constitutionality of AB lxx is now
before the courts.

Because of the tremendous stake physicians have in this case,

the CMA is appearing as an amicus curiae.

We strongly believe that the outcome

of this case will be a key factor in determining the future of tort reform efforts
though we remain uncertain as to the real dollar impact this suit will have upon
medical professional liability premiums.
As you are aware, the CMA, by means of a sizeable grant, initiated the independent
California Citizens 1 Commission on Tort Reform.
mend conceptual changes both in the broad subject
liability as welL

tort law and specific areas of

In addition to the Commission we are supporting another major

study which is nearing completion.
Study.

We hope the Commission will recom-

This is the

It will determine -- without rega

rnia Medical Insurance Feasibility

to negligence --
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type, frequency and

severity of events

in

be

course

compensable under an

data is in the form of closed tort

adequate
systems1

measurement for the costs of pos

"no-fault.

11

The results of

announced in the near

study will

and source of

note that there has been a significant change in the
available to California physicians in the past

rs.

commercial carriers have
of leaving.

Nearly all of

Casualty Indemnity

.

Starr Insurance, The Hartford,

are no longer

in California. The Travelers has

intention to leave at the te

With

car

rs withdrawing

market, California physicians
mechanisms, offe

•

or

or indicated their intention

Arne ric an Mutual, Pacific

of their present contracts.

as

own insuring

claims

or

trust

rms of

coverage.
recently

insurance was written on an occurrence

basis -- cove

without regard

to the reporting or s

-made form of insurance covers

only those incidents
years du

andre
was

same

-1

from acts in previous
To cover claims

in years after the termination

purchase a "reporting endorsement.

coverage recently p~oposed

11

11

is the claims-paid cooperative trust.

are fully assessable,
se forms of

is

the physician's ultimate
cCN

must

carrier, the

cove

erage is to shift a portion

the risk from

insurer to

insured physician,

because the cost of coverage of future claims is not set at the time of purchase of
the original policy.

California Medical

Because of these conside

rs with the alternative of

Association has worked hard to provide its

occurrence coverage, but has been unsuccessful to date partially due to the
stringent reserve requirements of the California Department of Insurance.
The medical liability crisis involves legal doctrines and insurance, but
also involves a complex equation of medicine, doctors, nurses, hospitals and
patients.

Any discussion of this problem must involve an acknowledgement of the

fact that modern high-quality J:?edicine ca.

s with

an inherent risk of untoward

results regardless of the degree of skill and

applied.

member physicians are constantly working to

any avoidable risk through

a wide variety of means.

The CMA and its

CMA supported the passage of AB lxx ,which created

the new Board of Medical Quality Assurance.

is working with the Board and

its three Divisions.

recognized CMA 's continuing

of

medical education program as a proper

, at no cost to the State, for

accrediting educational programs

individual physicians

with the educational requirements for
higher license fees to
this regard, it

are paying markedly

for
be noted

s.
the Governo

-

8 -

However, in

yet to complete his appointments

to the regional medical quality review committees

they were

become effective more

' 1

liaison Committee

18 months

on

works

We have a

Committee of the

Also physicians representing our key committees
continuing medical education

ted ·to

health

of care,

to
and take

r

in meetings

of the Board and its Divisions.
The medical profession in

a

rnia

history of peer review

activities --the physicians' own system. to monitor and enhance the quality of care.
A wide variety of voluntary programs exist to promote high quality health care
and the efficient use of medical resources.

We have hospital admissions committees,

which may require specialty board certification for a physician to perform. certain
procedures.

We have hospital tissue committees

need for surgical procedures.

re is also

retrospectively review the
through utilization review

r

committees, health facilities

•

local peer review activities are

practicing physicians

can best judge what constitutes

moreover, have the

responsibility to do so.

•

medical foundations. ·These

In addition, the CMA s Peer Review Commission coordinates

statewide peer review activities.
for physicians.

It

committees
Since 1

It

s a com.p

ive information exchange

as an information resource for local peer review
r review decisions.

's

1 practicing

have

Staff Survey teams
elves and

the care they

Accreditation

and
Ace

the Joint Committee on
of

of Health.
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Together with the California Hospital Association the CMA co-sponsors
program of patient care audit workshops -- intensive

a

sessions for hospital

teams of physician trustees, administrators, nurses and medical records personnel.
This is not, strictly speaking, peer review since it deals with trends in patient care,
not with individual cases.

Team members learn to develop criteria for evaluating

patient care in their own institutions. Since 1972 these workshops have trained
teams from more than 350 hospitals.

They have prdvided a valuable resource and

impetus for enhancing patient care.
We believe that in spite of all of the efforts to date, the medical liability crisis
has NOT diminished and problems in other areas of liability are looming ever larger
on the horizon.

However, we look to this Committee with confidence -- it stands

as tangible recognition by the Legislature that the tort reform problem is, indeed, a deep one,
adversely affecting society as

~

whole.

We hope that you will affirm the direction

set by the Legislature in the passage of AB lxx -- reforms that if allowed to stand
may begin to contain costs and provide some degree of equitability and predictability
in adjudication.
•

We urge this Committee to:

Complete its investigation as rapidly as possible in recognition
of the crisis nature of this problem.

We further urge this Committee to:

•

Give full consideration to the

developed by the

California Citizens 1 Commission on Tort R
likelihood that

various segments of society and the legislative

lea de

can go forward to

problem.

We

humanly

rm to increase the

r to resolve

pervasive

cribe to resolving all of the tort law ills if
Your

the receipt,
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review, exposure and response to their recommendations is
therefore crucially important.

.

We believe that the work of your

Committee will greatly benefit from the fullest possible exposure of
the forthcoming CCCTR report.
Thank you for this opportunity of addressing you today.
answer any questions .

•

•
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW
44 MONTGOMERY STREET
SUITE 3500

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94104
TELEPHONE (415) 962-6585

July 8, 1977

Assemblyman John T. Knox
Chairman, Committee on Tort Liability
State Capitol - Room 2148
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Mr. Knox:
I have several suggestions for legislative changes on certain
portions of AB lxx (enacted in 1975 at the 2nd special session), as
follows:
1.

Civil Code Section 3333.1 (the collateral source statute).
Section 3333.l(a) permits the introduction of evidence
of collateral source benefits.

Section 3333.l(b) pro-

vides:
"No source of collateral benefits introduced pursuant to subdivision (a) shall
recover any amount against the plaintiff
nor shall it be subrogated to the rights
of the plaintiff against a defendent."

•

The foregoing provision is at best ambiguous.

What happens

when the case settles before trial or before evidence of collateral
source benefits is introduced pursuant to Section 3333.l(a)?
Seemingly, subsection (b) would not apply.

No useful purpose is

served by requiring the litigants to go to trial in order to invoke
subsection (b) .

Consideration should be given to amending

subsection (b) to abrogate the subrogation rights of the collateral
source in all circumstances.
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Assemblyman John T. Knox
July 8, 1977

2.

Civil Code Section 3333.2 ($250,000 limitation for
non-economic loss) •
Two questions have been raised concerning this section:
a.

First, where the injured plaintiff's action is
joined by a Rodriquez claim by the spouse, does
the $250,000 limitation provided in Section
3333.2 apply to both actions, or does each
spouse have a claim for $250,000.

Similarly,

in a wrongful death action are all heirs limited
to a maximum of $250,000 for non-economic loss?
I should think so.
single and unitary.

A wrongful death action is
However, Section 3333.2 is

not entirely clear in this regard.
b.

Some plaintiffs' attorneys have argued that Section
3333.2 does not apply to wrongful death actions.
In my mind, the statute applies.

Section 3333.2(c} (2)

defines "professional negligence" as an act or
omission which proximately causes personal injury or
wrongful death.

Application of this section

generally to wrongful death actions should be reviewed in light of the Supreme Court's recent decision
in Krouse v. Graham, 19 Cal.3d 59.

-

89-

Assemblyman John T. Knox
July 8, 1977

3.

Code of Civil Procedure Section 667.7 (periodic payments).

I think there is a possible question concerning the constitutionality
of Code of Civil Procedure Section 667.7 under. some circumstances.
If the trial court's award of periodic payments under 667.7 substantially impairs or reduces the lump sum awarded by the jury, it

•

could result in an impairment of the plaintiff's right to jury trial
under Article I, Section 16 of the California Constitution.

This

problem would not exist if the jury were permitted to return a
verdict for periodic payment.
One of the earlier drafts of Section 667.7 provided that

"

the jury or the court, in the event the trial is without a

jury, shall make a specific finding as to the dollar amount

per-

iodic payments which will compensate the judgment creditor for such
future damages."

It seems to me that if the jury is allowed to

determine the amount of periodic payments, the constitutional question is abated.
I am informed that evidence has been admitted in a couple of
cases concerning the lump-sum cost of furnishing periodic payments
by way of annuity.

If the jury were permitted to determine the

amount of periodic payments, it would furnish a solid basis for
admitting such evidence and at the same time eliminate the constitutional question.
Other questions may arise in the future regarding implementation of AB lxx and, if so, I will supplement this letter.
Sincerely yours,

-~~-'1~
HH:cw

Howard Hassard
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THE
DOCTORS'
COMPANY
An
Interinsurance
Exchange
BOARD OF GOVERNORS:

•

JOSEPH D. SABELLA, M.D.
President
JOHN A. McRAE, M.D.
Vice President
CHARLES A. O'BRIEN
Secretary-Treasurer
ROBERT Z. BRUCKMAN, M.D.
WARREN 0. CAGNEY, JR., M.D.
THEODORE R. ELLSWORTH
JERRALD R. GOLDMAN, M.D.
MARK GORNEY, M.D.
THEODORE HARITON, M.D .
HOLGER RASMUSSEN, M.D.
SHELDON A. ROSENTHAL, M.D.

July 12, 1977

Mr. Fred J. Hiestand

11th & L Building
Suite 950
Sacrarrento, Califo:rnia 95814
Dear Mr. Hiestand:

This is the typerl copy of the testin:ony given by
Ted Ellsworth, a
· of Ol.,lr Board of Governors at
your hearing on J y 11, 19
We hope it will be of
help in the trans·
on of the tape if needed.
Very truly yours,

~>£ft-._ &~~
Leon Bluestone,
Vice President, Marketing
Underwriter for the Professions
Attorney-in-Fact for
The Doctors' Ca:rpany

LB/slb
encl.
P. S.

I

It was a pleasure neeting you at the hearing yesterday

and I look forward to working with you during the caning year

on Tort Reform questions.

-192HOME OFFICE: 233 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD, SANTA MONICA, CA 90401 • (213) 451-9936 • (800) 352-7271
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA OFFICE: 1900 POWELL STREET, SUITE 965, EMERYVILLE, CA 94608 • (415) 654-8237

name

Ted Ellmvorth.

I live at

Iama
group bvo

to secure progressive
the solution of the Medical Malpractice Insurance
~;vas

\vhich existed in

as a representative of the

•
Our efforts and the efforts of responsible doctors working with the

Legislature resulted in the passage of AB-lxx, the Tort Refonn legislation

OCMR feels that this is equitable and good legislation will play a
role in the solution of the medical malpractice insurance problems and we are
pleased that the leadership of the Legislature has instituted the lawsuit to test
the constitutionality of AB-lxx.
I'm sure that you are aware that

corrmercial insurance
of the 1975 legislation and continued

gave no value to the cost reduction

to increase premiums to the point that many doctors "v1ent bare" and others reduced

or ceased to practice in protest

insurance.

cost

In view of the inaction

companies, doctors throughout

doctors decided to establish
insurance company.

The impetus was

in the

California Physicians Crisis Committee.

:rrore

worked closely with CCMR and recognized that'

consumer input was necessary

to make the company serve ccrrmuni ty as
of my efforts at \vork

1900 doctors had

As a result
that I continue to

CCMR

on

work with them as a
9

Board

Governors of the

new canpany.
capacity.

I accepted and have

The canpany

that

called "The Dcx::tors'

medical malpractice insurance to rrore than
State.

It now provides

000 doctors throughout the

It differs fran other medical malpractice insurance canpanies in

several .important ways.
l.

We have set a policy of "selective underwriting".

This means

that we -v1ill not insure a doctor \'lith a bad malpractice insurance case
history and we review closely the medical practice characteristics of
every doctor who applies.

Before \ve issue a policy we limit the coverage

to the procedures experienced undenvriters feel the doctor is fully qualified
to perfo:rm.

This often results in a doctor ceasing to do procedures for

which he has not had adequate training when

only way we will insure him.

becomes aware that it is the

We have had rrore than that 4,500 doctors apply

to our canpany but over 1, 000 applicants have been declined or not accepted
the limitations required by our underwriting.
2.

We are not sponsored by any medical society or association and

therefore are not under pressure to insure doctors because they are in good
standing and active in that organizations activities.
Doctors' Company comes as an individual and

Each applicant to The

evaluated by a highly experienced

medical and insurance underwriting team.
3.

Every applicant who has

has the right to appeal to an independent
than 100 doctors have

process has resulted

or offered limited coverage
'-'-"'~'u...

his medical peers.

such review and
a favorable

same cases this democratic
our

applicant.

94-

More

initial evaluation of the

4.

The

canpany had an

COITlpa.IlY

run on a

In

ope~atlllQ

and

the establishment of necessary

resenres.

record in 1976 received a

of
premium back as a result

of that favorable experience.

•

5.

The Doctors • Company

claims p:>licy that I, as a

a

consumer representative find reassuring.

When an insured doctor with our

canpany is obviously at fault we believe
be made.

a pranpt and fair offer should

1-bst insurance carq:xmies treat nost claims, justified or not, as

adversary proceedings or make settlement
of the practicing doctor.

It

claims to the detriment

our

as soon as an incident is reported

to investigate it and seek to resolve the issue as speedily and equitably as
possible.
The premiums paid by our

•

premiums of the canmercial

are adjusted quarterly based on the

actual expenses of running the
Carmi.ssioner of the State who

less then 50% of the

pr<:x:r.r~arn

to approval of the Insurance
operations of all of the

"-'..L\J>:>:;::.t.

doctor owned companies set up ..,....,.,,_.__

new

We believe that additional tort reform for doctors may be required as
part of a part of
care.

costs

medical

.... ""_,_..... ,_u..c.._

that would

We fully supported

that the State Suprane Court so
We supp:>rt
result in expansion
in the best

.... u'"-""'-"

J.nte:~:-eE;t

as
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u=~J..L,a.t.

prop:>sals are

profession.

a need for
the "single purpose" insurance company
lines of professional liability.

While it is prema.ture to say that 'tve have

solved the m:rlica!" nalpractice problem, we feel
solution.

D:x::tors' Company in other

as

\'le

certainly point to a

other professions, now facing escalating costs year

:::.r+-o,..

fx:om the corn:nercial insurance carriers, might look at the experience
The Dpctors' _Canpany.

t1hile the State nee& additional carefully drawn tort reform
legislation that is equitable to cons'l.Il'rers as well as to the professions, it
does not appear to us that we need legislation for new insuran?e
The State Insurance Code provides a:rrple law to set up mutual and reciprocal
interinsurance exchanges that provide for the necessary regulations for
protecting

COnst.l'merS

and insureds.

My observation is that a single purpose corrpany has one irnfx::>rtant

advantage in that the Board of Governors of
its attention to this one purpose.

a company can devote

of

It does not get involved with such

problems as the effect of its medical :p::>licies on its other lines of insurance
coverages or the effect of its :p::>licies on other irrportant insureds in other
lines of coverage.
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CALIFORNIA DENTAL ASSOCIATION
CALIFORI"IA 90009

•

LEPHONE r2131 77(i 4292

August 2, 1977

•

The Honorable John T. Knox
Member of the Assembly
State Capitol, Room 2148
Sacramento, California
95814
Dear Assemblyman Knox:
I am writing to clarify in part the testimony presented by Dr.
David Gaynor at the hearing of the Commission on Tort Reform regarding professional liability held in Los Angeles on July 11, 1977.
Dr. Gaynor has asked me to correspond with you since I am the past
Chairman of the Council on Insurance for the California Dental Association and was involved with the meetings with the State Insurance Commissioner's Department. I did not find the Department to be unaccessible
or unavailable. The only difficulty may have arisen in trying to arrange
for a mutually
meeting date.

•

After my discussion of the matter with Dr. Gaynor after the hearing, he
indicated it was his intent to express our frustrations regarding the
overall
of providing adequate professional liability coverage at
a reasonable rate for the 13,000 plus members of the California Dental
Association. Although our rates cannot be considered to have caused
a crises situation, over the past several years we have seen overall
increases of 70% in 1975, 112% in 1976 and 27.5% in 1977 totalling
ten million dollars just in our basic coverage. In soliciting other
insurance carriers to submit a bid to cover our Association members, we
are alarmed to find seventeen have declined the Group. Among these
were Aetna Life &
, Hartford, Travelers, St. Paul, Kemper and
INA. At this
, Chubb/Pacific Indemnity Company has agreed to provide coverage through June, 1978. Chubb has indicated to us, however,
that they might sever their relationship as of that date. We are concerned that the dental profession will soon follow the trend set by the
medical
and we will make every effort not to allow this to
happen.

-198J. Vernon Scott,
Arthur L. Labelle, D.D.S.,

•

Johnson, D.D.S., treasurer •

J. Dav1d Gaync ,

vice president •

Clarence D. Hon1g, D.D.S, speaker •

Robert L. Taylor, D.D.S., immediate past president

Ke1th P. Bla1r, D.D.S., editor •

Henry L Ernstthal, executive director

The Honorable John T. Knox
Page Two
August 2, 1977

The California Dental Association is seeking other alternatives. Specifically, we have completed a feasibility study regarding the formation
of a reciprocal exchange company (a type of self-insurance). However, we
have been frustrated on two points:

1.

Insurance Commissioner's Department denying CDA the estimated initial
surplus and written premium to surplus ratio of 1.0 to 0.6 as projected by the actuarial firm of Milliman and Robertson; and

2.

Unavailability of re-insurance at reasonable costs. Lloyd's of London
has declined our request. As you know, without re-insurance, CDA
could not assume the total risk. The American market has shown very
limited interest.

It disturbs us further that the CDA may very well be forced to go into the
insurance business in the near future in order to assure our practicing
members liability protection at a reasonable cost.
I am hopeful that this information will help clarify any misunderstandings
that may have developed from the hearing. I might add that Dr. Gaynor and
I discussed the contents of this letter and he is in full accord. I will
be most happy to answer any further questions you may have in the future.
Very truly yours,

~~~

Council on Insurance,
California Dental Association

KFF:dt
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FRIVOLOUS LAWSUITS
Some method for punishing or restricting the filing of frivolous
and shot-gun lawsuits must be

a large bond payable to

the defendant in the event the plaintiff is unsucessful or some
other means of discouraging unjustified lawsuits.
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